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GOOD TO REMEMBER, GOOD TO FORGET 

Joshua O. Haberman 

Yorn Kippur 2000, Washington Hebrew Congregation 

The prevailing mood of this hour is nostalgia. We remember 

various stages of our life; we think of our childhood and youth, 

and how we became what we are today. We remember special 

moments that stand out like milestones in our life's journey and we 

re-live relationships with those no longer alive. Our memories tum 

to those most dear to our hearts whose seat by our side is now 

empty; we can still hear the tone of their voice; we can still see 

their features, their smiles and their frowns and remember some of 

their sayings. We yearn for what has been and some of our our 

longing is mixed with regrets about the might-have-been's. With 

our memories go touches of lingering guilt and remorse. All this is 

as it should be, --- but not enough. I wish we could add to 

Yizkor, which is our ritual of remembrance, an opposite ritual of 

Yishkah, a ritual of forgetting. 
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Remembering is a two-edged sword. Much of what we 

remember is comforting. But some of it hurts. If remembering is 

important for our sense of identity, forgetting is good for the 

healing of old wounds. Some of us are grudge collectors, holding 

on to resentments. I say, let go ! 

Gems of darkest jet may lie 

Within a golden setting, 

I read a poem: 

And he is wise who understands 

the science of forgetting (I Edgar Jones, "The Science of Forgetting") 

We must forget things that poison our feelings and do no 

good. Blessed is the power of such forgetting. 

I have a dear friend in our congregation, a lady my age, 

who has had a good many trials and tribulations, bereavement, 

illness, disappointments, along with many achievements and 

successes. Her most striking quality is an upbeat outlook on life 

and a spirited vivacity. She once said to me: 

"Every morning, I get up and say, 'today I am reborn. I start my 

life with a fresh slate." She did not realize that one of the oldest 
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Jewish customs, going back at least 2000 years, is the recitation 

upon awakening of the Modeh Ani prayer in thanksgiving for our 

daily rebirth: "I thank You, everlasting King, for mercifully 

returning my soul to me, great is Your faithfulness." 

You will be a happier person if you consider each day 

a rebirth, the start of a new life --- and forget yesterday's 

problems. Don't look back like Lot's wife who turned into a pillar 

of salt. Look to the future, to this day and tomorrow. 

There is another "letting go" we need to practice. You can't 

hold on to all the things dear to you, your youth, your health and 

your beloved ones. My heart goes out to the burdened among us 

who suffer illness, financial stress, bereavement and loneliness. 

Life has dealt them a raw deal. They have the right to say: 

"it ain't fair." The truth is that we do not know what if any 

connection exists between merit and what may befall us in life. 

The fact is that we have no say about the terms of human 

existence. Each of us was put into this life without our consent, and 

without a contract. Life is a "given;" it's non-negotiable. 
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You must take it as is. 

So, what conclusions may we draw? I count three: 

1. All your understanding falls short of grasping the why and 

wherefore of human existence. 

2. There is no choice but to accept life as it was given to you. 

3. Accepting what must be, implies both letting go and 

receiving. But, remember, only as you open your hand to let 

go, can your hand receive new gifts. 

Almost every loss, brings with it some gain. Aging means the 

progressive loss of physical strength. But it compensates us with 

greater insight, understanding, a wiser scale of priorities, and 

quite often a gain of inner grace and serenity. 

Even illness, if we can manage and survive it, may make us 

more appreciative of all that remains for us to live for. 

But what remains? Less and less, physically speaking; the 

truth is that we must bow to the inevitable expressed in the 4 

Biblical words: "God has given, God has taken." 

This brings us to the most profound level of our Yizkor 
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reflections. We refer to Yizkor as a Memorial Service. 

Who is supposed to do the remembering? 

The expected general answer would be: We, the living, are 

supposed to remember our departed. This is not a wrong answer -

-- but it misses a deeper truth. Let me get to the point of what this 

hour is supposed to accomplish. We are supposed to come to 

terms with life which must end with death. We see death as 

annihilation, the termination of our existence, which gives us the 

chill of futility. What is the point of it all, if from dust we come 

and to dust we return? 

How unnerving the thought that nothing remains of our life. 

We want to rescue a little bit of meaning by having people 

remember us. We console ourselves, "O, yes, we live on in the 

memory of children, of dear ones, of friends. But, do we really ? 

What remains ofus if those who remember us are themselves 

gone? How much memory is left after 4 and 5 generations, not to 

speak of fore bears centuries ago ? Their names are forgotten; 
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nobody remembers their faces ---and so, it will be with us, a few 

generations after our death. 

Is yizkor, the Memorial Service, promoting an illusion, the 

illusion of continuity in memory? Yes, it is an illusion , if you 

misunderstand the real meaning ofyizkor. The word yizkor does 

not mean, may we remember, but may God remember our dear 

ones. 

This is the wording of the yizkor prayer which is the high-point of 

the Memorial Service:: 

"May God remember the soul of my dear one who has gone 

unto eternity. May this soul be bound up in the bundle of life, 

together with the souls of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Sarah, Rebecca, 1 

Rachel and Leah and with all the righteous ones in Paradise." 

The point of this prayer is that our departed continue 

somehow in the care and love of God, the eternal keeper of the 

"bundle of life." Yizkor, then, affirms our on-going connection 

with God in death as in life. In other words, our existence is 
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endless. We are not annihilated, only transformed, in death, 

continuing on some other level of being. 

Am I ref erring to a mystery? Indeed, I am. Life is a 

mystery and death is a mystery. Whatever it means, it is not the 

end of being. Note the wording of those 4 Biblical words I 

quoted: God has given, God has taken. 

It doesn't say, God annihilates, but rather He takes back unto 

Himself the life He loaned us. Life is forever in God's keeping 

And, as the sages said so beautifully, death is a return, like a ship 

returning to its home-port. Amen 
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GOOD TO REMEMBER, GOOD TO FORGET 

Joshua O. Haberman 

Y om Kippur 2000, Washington Hebrew Congregation 
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The prevailing mood of this hour is nostalgia, longing for 

what has been, perhaps mixed with regrets about the might-have

been' s, with touches of lingering guilt and remorse. All this is as 

it should be, --- but not enough. I wish we could add to Yizkor, 

which is our ritual of remembrance, an opposite ritual of Yishkah, 

a ritual of forgetting. 

Remembering is a two-edged sword. Much of what we 

remember is comforting. But some of it hurts. If remembering is 

important for our sense of identity, forgetting is good for the 

healing of old wounds. Some of us are grudge collectors, holding 

on to resentments. I say, let go ! 

Gems of darkest jet may lie 

Within a golden setting, 

I read a poem: 

And he is wise who understands 

the science of forgetting (I Edgar Jones, "The Science of Forgetting") 



We must forget things that poison our feelings and do no 

good. Blessed is the power of such forgetting. 

I have a dear friend in our congregation, a lady my age, 

who has had a good many trials and tribulations, bereavement, 

illness, disappointments, along with many achievements and 

successes. Her most striking quality is an upbeat outlook on lif e 

and a spirited vivacity. She once said to me: 

"Every morning, I get up and say, 'today I am reborn. I start my 

life with a fresh slate." She did not realize that one of the oldest 

Jewish customs, going back at least 2000 years, is the recitation 

upon awakening of the Modeh Ani prayer in thanksgiving for our 

daily rebirth: "I thank You, everlasting King, for mercifully 

returning my soul to me, great is Your faithfulness." 

You will be a happier person if you consider each day 

a rebirth, the start of a new life --- and for get yesterday's 

problems. Don't look back like Lot's wife who turned into a pillar 

of salt. Look to the future, to this day and tomorrow. 
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There is another "letting go" we need to practice. You can't Q) 
hold on to all the things dear to you, your youth, your health and 

your beloved ones. My heart goes out to the burdened among us 

who suffer illness, financial stress, bereavement and loneliness. 

Life has dealt them a raw deal. They have the right to say: 

"it ain't fair." The truth is that we do not know what if any 

connection exists between merit and what may befall us in life. 

The fact is that we have no say about the terms of human 

existence. Each of us was put into this life without our consent, and 

without a contract. Life is a "given;" it's non-negotiable. 

You must take it as is. 

So, what conclusions may we draw? I count three: 

1. All your understanding falls short of grasping the why and 

wherefore of human existence. 

2. There is no choice but to accept life as it was given to you. 

3. Accepting what must be, implies both letting go and 

receiving. But, remember, only as you open your hand to let 

go, can your hand receive new gifts. 
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Almost every loss, brings with it some gain. Aging means the (1) 
progressive loss of physical strength. But it compensates us with 

greater insight, understanding, a wiser scale of priorities, and 

quite often a gain of inner grace and serenity. 

Even illness, if we can manage and survive it, may make us 

more appreciative of all that remains for us to live for. 

But what remains? Less and less, physically speaking; the 

truth is that we must bow to the inevitable expressed in the 4 

Biblical words: /\ J f ~1, f1' J ~7 "God has given, God has taken." 

This brings us to the most profound level of our Yizkor 

reflections. We refer to Yizkor as a Memorial Service. 

Who is supposed to do the remembering? 

The expected general answer would be: We, the living, are 

supposed to remember our departed. This is not a wrong answer -

-- but it misses a deeper truth. Let me get to the point of what this 

hour is supposed to accomplish. We are supposed to come to 

terms with life which must end with death. We see death as 

annihilation, the termination of our existence, which gives us the 
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chill of futility. What is the point of it all, if from dust we come 

and to dust we return? 

How unnerving the thought that nothing remains of our life. 

We want to rescue a little bit of meaning by having people 

remember us. We console ourselves, "O, yes, we live on in the 

memory of children, of dear ones, of friends. But, do we really ? 

What remains of us if those who remember us are themselves 

gone? How much memory is left after 4 and 5 generations, not to 

speak of forebears centuries ago ? Their names are forgotten; 

nobody remembers their faces ---and so, it will be with us, a few 

generations after our death. 

Is yizkor, the Memorial Service, promoting an illusion, the 

illusion of continuity in memory? Yes, it is an illusion , if you 

misunderstand the real meaning ofyizkor. The word yizkor does 

not mean, may we remember, but may God remember our dear 

ones. 

This is the wording of the yizkor prayer which is the high-point of 

the Memorial Service:: 
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"May God remember the soul of my dear one who has gone @ 
unto eternity. May this soul be bound up in the bundle of life, 

together with the souls of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Sarah, Rebecca, 

Rachel and Leah and with all the righteous ones in Paradise." 

The point of this prayer is that our departed continue 

somehow in the care and love of God, the eternal keeper of the 

"bundle of life." Yizkor, then, affirms our on-going connection 

with God in death as in life. In other words, our existence is 

endless. We are not annihilated, only transformed, in death, 

continuing on some other level of being. 

Am I ref erring to a mystery? Indeed, I am. Life is a 

mystery and death is a mystery. Whatever it means, it is not the 

end of being. Note the wording of those 4 Biblical words I 

quoted: f'j ~ God has given, /) /J ~ God has taken. 

It doesn't say, God annihilates, but rather He takes back unto 

Himself the life He loaned us. Life is forever in God's keeping 

And, as the sages said so beautifully, death is a return, like a ship 

returning to its home-port. Amen 
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JEWISH THOUGHTS ON SIN AND THE DEVIL 
Joshua O. Haberman 

Washington Hebrew Congregation 
Y om Kippur, October I 0, 2000 

Why exchange High Holy Day wishes for inscription in the 
"Book of Life" ? 

Because we fear the future: Life is insecure --- anxiety ! 

. A-{.nt~ \ . 
From dawn of human history• a century ago, the things we feared 
most were natural disasters Earthquakes, 

Floods 
Fires 
Droughts 
Plagues and diseases 

Insurance agents call these "acts of God." 

Now, after two world wars and the holocaust, it is people, our 
fellowman, local criminals and international terrorists, we must 
fear the most. We are afraid of man's capacity 
to inflict suffering and destruction, up to the point of mass 
extermination. Man's greatest problem is man himself. 

What makes man so dangerous ? 
W~,5 1,ffr1~ 

Th.e..Bihle-locatw the-source of all hl:lman €Vil in SIN,i=:e-., a ~~er(~ 
corruption of human nature, a propensity for going astray, for 
acting contrary to God's will. This was the consensus among 
Jews and Christians until the 18th century. Then, the rationalists 
and skeptics of the Enlightenment undertook to blow away what 
they considered to be cobwebs of igHoroo-oG and superstition. 



B; whatever system of government we are governed, the® 

quality of life will be determined by the way each of us is able to 

govern himself. It is safe to predict that as long as the human race 

will endure, man will have to wage a civil war within, 

--- the struggle between good and evil: 

Here, a little child I stand 

Lifting up my eager hand, 

One is dirty, one is clean 

I am the problem in between. 
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JEWISH THOUGHTS ON SIN AND THE DEVIL 

Joshua O. Haberman 

Washington Hebrew Congregation 

Yorn Kippur, October 10, 2000 

Life is full of contradictions. There is order, but also 

disorder; predictable developments according to laws and 

unpredictable random events happening by chance, pleasure and 

pain, growth and decay, disease and healing, life and death. 

To the rationalists of 2 centuries ago, the world looked like a 

machine. I see it as a gigantic stomach, nature feeding on itself. 

Bernard Berenson must have seen it that way too when he 

remarked: "Life is at the expense of others." Whatever grows out 

of nature is consumed and re-cycled --- for what purpose, no one 

knows. 

One of the fundamental differences between man and the 

animals is that man is the only species that can think about himself 

and exert a measure of control over his instincts. Man is the only 

creature with a sense of right and wrong. 



In the course of the last 100,000 years our skills have 

widened the gap between us and all other animals. We have 

grown in the capacity for cooperation , for love, for 

helpfulness, for giving of ourselves, for creativity,-

capacities we call good. But we have not lost our capacity for 

hurting, hating and destroying, capacities we call evil. 

If we see in our good qualities a reflection of God's 

attributes, as is suggested in the Biblical statement that God 

created us in His own image (Gen. 1.27), the question arises, 

whence come those qualities we call evil ? Are those also a 

reflection of God's attributes? Or, do we owe those to some 

demon in the universe, a kind of anti-God ? Or, is there in man 

an innate will or drive to do evil- something called SIN? 

What is sin ? As commonly understood, sin is a corruption in 

human nature, a propensity for going astray, for acting contrary to 

the will of God. This was the consensus among Jews and 

Christians until the 18th century. Then, the rationalists and skeptics 

of the Enlightenment undertook to blow away what they 

considered to be cobwebs of superstition. 

Sin was either exposed as the invention of a crafty priesthood by 

which to keep the masses in line, or reduced to a synonym for 

error or mistake. 
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Sin was either exposed as the invention of a crafty priesthood by Q) 
which to keep the masses in line, or reduced to a synonym for 

error or mistake. 

Do we have a different understanding of sin? 

Let us admit that for many of us sin has become a rather 

meaningless term. It no longer carries that solemn and frightening 

connotation of an offense against God. We now use the word 

casually, like in the cartoon I saw of a little girl saying her 

night prayer: "And please God forgive the dessert Grandma had at 

the restaurant. She said it was sinful." 

Who was it that took the sting out of sin ? 

In one of the great intellectual revolutions of all time, Jean 

Jacques Rousseau, in the middle of the 18th cent., led us into a new 

estimate of man which did away with the whole idea of sin. At the 

age of 29, Rousseau arrived in Paris where he was shocked by the 

artificiality and unfairness of society. Embittered, he wrote his 

famous Social Contract. Some of its sentences became the 

revolutionary slogans of the century, such as: "Man is born free, 

but everywhere he is in chains" or the phrase, "the noble savage." 

Rousseau argued that man is naturally good but corrupted by social 

institutions. Therefore, society is in need of change, an idea which 

stoked the fires of the French Revolution 
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If Rousseau returned to the scene today, he would find 

society radically altered, material comforts unimaginable in his 

time, the blight of illiteracy and the scourge of famine eliminated 

in the Western world and the normal life-span more than doubled. 

Yet, with all of this social progress, -- has man reached the 

perfection of which Rousseau held him capable ? Why do we 

lock our doors? Why do we protect our building, including 

churches and synagogues, with security systems ? 

Why do we press for more policemen on the beat? Why don't we 

trust human nature? 

Because the optimistic assessment of man's noble nature 

is contradicted by a more realistic estimate derived from 

experience. There is overwhelming evidence of our moral 

deficiencies. We have good reason to be afraid of our fellowman. 

Des ite all material im rovements, we have an unim roved 

humanity. 

Someone said: "The caveman has not disa eared. He has 

learned to wear a tuxedo." 

In the 19th century, Horace Mann in Boston offered a cure for 

crime: Education. Build more schools. We have done so, only to 

find our schools infested with violence and the nation's prisons 

overcrowded, -- one out of every 200 citizens is serving time as a 
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convict. When Hitler seized power, Germany was probably the 

best educated nation of Europe. It had the largest number of 

scholars and scientists. Superior knowledge, however, did not 

produce superior morality. 

Was there something wrong with Rousseau's and Horace 

Mann's basic thesis? Why does not man's natural goodness assert 

itself? What is the obstacle? 

I suppose many of us still hesitate to call it sin. I suppose 

many of us, upon seeing wrong or misconduct in a man or woman, 

would blame it on psychological or environmental problems. Anti

social behavior, infidelity, lying, stealing etc. are explained as the 

result of emotional immaturity, neurosis, faulty toilet training and a 

string of psychological -- but not moral terms. 

An anonymous poet suggested the moral evasion with the verse: 

Sin we have explained away; 

Unluckily, the sinners stay 

We have found new labels for the old evils. Why all this 

verbal masquerade? I'll tell you what we are trying to hide: 

RESPONSIBILITY Nobody should get the blame. We are 

resisting accountability. To blame our calamities on others is 

second nature with us. It has been said: 

"Every man needs a wife because a lot of things 

go wrong which you can't blame on the government." 
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People will come up with the most incredible excuses . An 88 

year old man in Oklahoma City, driving a motor scooter without a 

licen e, explained his misdeed to the traffic court: "I did not apply 

for a license because I thought you had to be accompanied by a 

parent." 

We blame our troubles on others. What's wrong with the 

world ? The leaders, the statesmen, the diplomats, parents, 

teachers,--- it's always "they," those others, who are making 

trouble. Anna Russel put it in these words: 

At three I had a feeling of 

Ambivalence toward my brothers, 

And so it follows naturally 

I poisoned all my lovers. 

But now I'm happy, I have learned 

The lesson this has taught; 

That everything I do that's wrong 

Is someone else's fa ult. 

One of America's wisest old men was Judge Learned Hand. 

Shortly before his death at 89 years, he gave an interview in which 

he discussed William Shirer's book, The Rise and Fall of the 

Third Reich, What did you think of the history of Nazism, asked 
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the reporter: Judge Hand stared into space to do some thinking and 

then said: 

"You know, the trouble is that it isn't just the Nazis. It isn't just the 

Russians. It's human nature. Human nature through the centuries 

So, the problem is our defective and delinquent human 

nature." . 

The Harvard trained psychiatrist, Karl Menninger, was quite 

specific. In 1972, this highly respected scientist and founder of the 

renowned Menninger Clinic of Topeka, Kansas, published a 

landmark book with a title that shocked many of his colleagues: 

The title was : Whatever Became of Sin ? In it he has this to say: 

"For some, the aggressiveness, selfishness, greediness, 

destructiveness, ruthlessness, and pride of our fellow 

travelers are but expressions of our 'humanity.' And why 

apologize for it? Need we be ashamed of being human?, 

they ask. That's the way we are, and let there be no 

reproaches, no regret,. guilt, depression,, repentance, 

responsibility. Begone such words as 'sin' !" (p. 191) 

"But." says Menninger," the time has come for scientists 

to reconsider" the old notion of sin "and give it an 

appropriate place in their work." (ibid.) 
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Menninger clinches his point with a proposal by the historian@ 

Arnold Toynbee: 

"to establish more firmly in national, international, and personal 

affairs the supreme importance of distinguishing right from wrong. 

To end the concealment of sin under various euphemistic 

disguises, but to confess it and atone for it and desist from it." 

(ibid. p. 192). 

Now, let us consider a Jewish understanding of sin. 

The word "sin" appears in the Bible for the first time in 

connection with Cain's intention of murdering his brother Abel 

because preference had been shown to Abel's offering: 

God said, "Why are you angry? Why is your face fallen? 

If you do right, you will be uplifted, but if you do not right, 

sin couches at the door. Its urge is toward you, yet you 

can master it." (Gen. 4. 5-7) 

The phrase "sin couches at the door" suggests two possible 

interpretations of sin: 

(1) Sin is some sort of demonic being, waiting to seduce Cain 

(2) Or, the phrase may be understood as a graphic way of 

saying: Watch out, Cain, you are very close to sinning. 

You have the urge, but you can master it. 
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This is the preferred Jewish understanding. Sin is not a demon @ 
outside of us, but an ever present tendency which we can control: 

"You can master it." 

But it is a struggle as tough as warfare. Said Ben Zoma: 

"Who is mighty? He who subdues his yetzer, i.e. urge, impulse or 

inclination, as is written (Prov. 16.32) He who is slow to anger is 

better than the mighty, and he that rules his spirit than he that 

conquers a city." (Pirke Avot 4.1) 

How do you keep yourself morally clean? 

The rabbis had no illusion. Every person is a life-time battle field 

between two contradictory urges, the yetzer ha-ra ( evil urge) and 

the yetzer ha-tov, the good urge.There is no final victory However, 

there is help 

The Talmud tells us: 

"God says to the Israelites, 'I created within you the evil 

yetzer, but I created the Torah as an antidote. As long as you 

occupy yourselves with Torah, the yetzer will not rule over 

you." (Kid.30b -as quoted by Montefiore #762) 

By Torah is meant not just the text but living the disciplined 

life of obedience to its commandments and prohibitions as 

interpreted by the sages and rabbis during the last 2000 years. 

This is made clear in one of our oldest daily morning 
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prayers of Talmudic origin which, in addition to Torah, refers to @ 

another source of help in our struggle for moral integrity: 

"O God, and God of our ancestors, train us in your Torah and 

and make us cling to Your commandments. Lead us 

not into sin, or transgression, iniquity, temptation, or 

disgrace: let not the evil urge rule over us. Keep us far 

from a bad man and a bad companion; make us cling to 

yetzer ha-tov,the good urge and to good works. Subdue our 

inclination so that it may serve you. 

But never, never, think you are above temptation. 

They tell of Rabbi Amram, known as "the pious," that a 

group of women who had been liberated from captivity were given 

temporary shelter on the upper floor of his house. For their safety, 

the ladder leading to the room was removed. A ray of light fell on 

one of the scantily dressed women who was walking back and 

forth near the window. Rabbi Amram, overcome by lust, dragged 

the extremely heavy ladder to the house and when he had climbed 

half-way up, he suddenly stopped and shouted, 'Amram's house is 

on fire ! ' People rushed to his place but saw no fire. Then, the 

rabbis came and said: 'You frightened us by a false alarm.' 

He replied "It is better that you should be falsely alarmed 

about my house than that you should be ashamed of Amram. 

Then, the story goes, something like a flash of fire issued forth 



from him. It was the evil urge and Amram said: You are fire and I ® 

am flesh, but I am stronger than you." 

(Kid. 81 a, quoted in Montefiore #770) 

So far, we have only dealt with man's responsibility for evil 

-what about God's accountability for creating a world flawed by 

evil? Should not a perfect and all powerful God have been able to 

create a human race incapable of committing evil? Could God not 

have created human beings immune to sin ? 

I am glad to tell you that God had some defenders. 

R. Nahman b. Sh'muel more than 1500 years ago argued that there 

is a good side to the "evil urge," which was created by God 

together with the "good urge." 

"Were it not for the evil urge, man would not build 

a house, or take a wife, or beget a child, or engage in 

business, as it says, 'all labor and skillful work comes 

of a man's rivalry with his neighbor."' 

(Gen. R. 9,7 quoted by Montefiore, #788) 

Lust, ambition, greed and other components of the evil urge 

should not be eliminated but properly channeled so as to 

encourage procreation, family life and achievements which make 

up civilization. 

11 



However, that answer did not go over well with other sage~ 

who had the audacity of holding God to account for the world's 

defects. A Midrash (Exod. R. 46.4) puts it this way: 

Israel complained to God: If a potter leaves a pebble in the 

clay, and the jar leaks, is not the potter responsible? You 

have left in us the evil urge. Remove it, and we shall do 

Your will. God replied: This I will do in time to come. 

One of these bold critics, R. Aibu, even put a confession in God's 

mouth: 

"God said: 'I made a mistake that I created the evil urge 

in man, for had I not done so, he would not have rebelled 

against me" (Gen. R. 27.4 quoted by Montefiore # 778) 

Possibly, God might have created a different kind of a world, or, 

for that matter, He might not have created anything. There is no 

alternative to the world such as it is. 

The literary critic and friend of Emerson, Margaret Fuller, 

in a moment of resignation, exclaimed: "I accept the universe," 

which prompted Carlyle's dry comment: "By God! she'd better." 

Life, with all of its pains and troubles is hardly a gift for our 

pleasure . It is more like a task thrust upon us by God, for a 

purpose unknown, as Rabbi Elazar Ha-Kappar said so bluntly: 

12 



"Regardless of your will, you were formed; regardless of@ 

your will, you were born; regardless of your will, you live 

and regardless of your will, you must die." (Pirke Avot.4.29) 

The great rival academies of Hillel and Shammai debated for 

two and a half years whether it would have been better if man had 

or had not been created. Finally, they agreed that it would have 

been better had man not been created, but since he has been 

created, let him examine what he is to do. (Eruv 13 b, Montefiore 

# 1512) 

The human task is to bow to life under terms not of our 

making. Therefore we must obey laws by which our Maker would 

have us live. 

For reasons unknown, we were given the freedom of will to 

choose our way or God's way. Equally inscrutable is our 

endowment with two contradictory impulses, the yetzer ha-ra and 

the yetzer ha-tov. 

By whatever system of government we are governed, the 

quality of life will be determined by the way each of us is able to 

govern himself. It is safe to predict that as long as the human race 

will endure, man will have to wage a civil war within, 

--- the struggle between good and evil: 

13 



Here, a little child I stand 

Lifting up my eager hand, 

One is dirty, one is clean 

I am the problem in between. 

What, if the problem is not "in between" not inside of man 

but outside of man? Could there be a cosmic force for evil, which 

rivals God or is His equal? Zoroastrianism, the ancient 

Persian religion of which there are still some small remnants left in 

Asia, holds the dualistic faith in two gods, the good god of light 

and the evil god of darkness. They are in perpetual conflict, 

wrestling for the soul of man. 

Zoroastrianism may have made some inroads in Biblical 

Judaism or its main idea emerged in a different mythological 

scenario: It is the myth of the fallen angels, alluded to in Genesis 

6.2: "And it came to pass that the sons of God saw the daughters 

of men that they were beautiful and they took them as wives." 

Out of those unions, we are told, a mighty race emerged which 

soon became notorious in their wickedness which brought God 

to the decision of wiping them out in the flood of Noah. 

This myth of the fallen angels grew immensely in the 

apocryphal literature which, as you must know, was excluded 

from the Hebrew Bible. In the Book of Enoch and other 

14 
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apocryphal books, we c;1re told of a rebellion up in heaven led by 

the arch-angel Lucifer who is identical with Satan. God crushed 

the rebellion and expelled Lucifer to Hell, which is the main plot 

of Milton's classic, "Paradise Lost." Lucifer or Satan is a major 

player in the New Testament, a kind of anti-God, the perpetual 

seducer and destroyer of man. The names Lucifer-Satan occur 

dozens of times in the New Testament In sharp contrast, the 

Hebrew Bible, mentions Satan in only two places. In the book ; of 

Zachariah (3.1) and in the book of Job (1.6-13; 2.1-7) Satan is 

mentioned in a few lines, not as God's adversary but His 

employee. Satan acts as a kind of roving investigator and 

prosecuting attorney under God's jurisdiction. Main-stream 

Judaism rejected the idea of an all powerful Satan which would 

diminish the majesty of God. However in Jewish folk-religion, 

often steeped in superstition, as reflected in the novels of Isaac 

Bashevis Singer, Satan was an evil demon always waiting to 

seduce you or pounce on you to do you harm. 

They tell the story of Satan complaining to God that there 

wasn't any work for him and he was bored. God said: "What's the 

matter, why don't you do your job trying to lead people into sin?" 

"Lead people into sin? ---why, before I get a chance to do so, they 

are already sinning." 



'® 
After all is said and done to raise our consciousness of SIN, 

we must not become obsessed by it. I like to end with a 

wonderful expression of Jewish healthy-mind~dness. The 

chassidic rebbe , Yitzhak Meir of Ger (1799-1866) once said in a 

sermon: 

"He who talks abol!t sin and reflects on the evil he did, is thinking 

evil, and what one thinks, therein is one caught. ..... 

Sweep filth this way or that, and it remains filth, --- only the broom 

gets dirtier. In the time I brood over sin, I could be stringing 

pearls for the joy of heaven. This is what is written (Ps.34.15): 

'Depart from evil and do good." Tum wholly away from evil, do 

not brood over it, but do good. You have done wrong ? Then, 

balance it by doing right !" 



August 7, '00 

Dear Bruce: 

I accept your invitation to deliver the Yizkor sermon on 
Y om Kippur and conduct one of the study seminars that 
same mommg. 

I have informed Irene Katcher of my topics; 

The study seminar: THE JEWISH DOCTRJNE OF SIN 

The Yizkor sermon: GOOD TO REMEMBER, -- AND 
GOOD TO FORGET 

Maxine and I returned from Israel only a week ago. We 
hope you and Amy are enjoying a much deserved and 
needed vacation. Looking forward to seeing you soon, 

As ever 
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'Itahhi Jfi[{d said: 
If I amnot formpff wftowil{&fonru 

If I amonlyformp{f, wliat am!? 
7ma if not now, whm? 

As the days c:i Elul are quickly passing us by, take the challenge to write 
an ethical will fer ycurself. Fer further details, please see Raln Jack Riemer's 
lxXJk: So that ycur values live a, - Ethical v\lills and how to prepare them 

STEP 1 : Decide on some general topics, perhaps by using 
introductory statements like "this is how I feel as I look back 
over my life ... " or "this is the world from which I came .... " 

STEP 2: Organize and write what you want to say. This step 
only takes much time, energy and thought. 

STEP 3: Personalize and strengthen the links. Use special 
words, favorite sayings, even anecdotes or special dates. 

STEP 4: On what material should this will be prepared? 
Clearly on paper which will not crumble in time, which ink 
that will last if one chooses to hand write the will, a nice 
addition to the memo.ry of a person. 

STEP 5: How should one convey the ethical will? This ·· is an 
individual choice. Some might choose to present it to their 
loved ones while they are alive and can share together in the 
special memories and thoughts. Others choose to leave this 
legacy to be given after they have died, like the woman about 
whom I spoke earlier. Some might even do both. 

On the following side is just cne sample of a possible format by which you can 

write an ethical will. Please do nd: let it restrf d: you in any way, shape er f onn 
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1587 SIMSON, MARTIN EDUARD YON 1588 

was leader of the parliamentary delegation which asked the 
king of Prussia to accept the crown offered by the princes as 
William I. Yon Simson was president of the German High 
Court which sat in Leipzig and in 1888 he was ennobled. A 
distinguished and highly cultured personality, he was a 
founder and first president of the Goethe society. 

Bibliography: B. van Simson, Eduard von Simson ( 1900); 
Wininger, Biog, 5 ( 1930), 535f. [Eo.] 

SIMSON, PAUL (1869-1917), German historian. Born in 
Elbing, East Prussia, Simson accepted a teaching post at the 
municipal college of Danzig. In 1906 he was appointed 
professor. During the interim he developed an interest in 
the city of Danzig and its history. His four-volume 
Geschich1e der S1adt Danzig ( 1903-16) won him prominence 
as the author of the first scholarly history of Danzig. He was 
also active in Danzig's civic affairs, and became a member 
of the city council, where he was considered politically 
liberal. He started a civic group for conserving all 
architecture of significance in Danzig. Over the years, 
Simson maintained his stature as a scholar by publishing 
studies on East Prussia, Pomerania, Poland, and on the 
political and cultural history of Danzig. [A.L1.J 

H £1 - Y~:5 l~A ~ AVO 1J 
, ~ 1 /SiN;'In biblical Hebrew there are about 20 different words 

h ~ch denote "sin." It may be inferred therefore, that the 
'J ancient Israelites had more concepts expressing various 

Lo . nuances of sin than Western thought and theology. A study 
~,} of the biblical concept of sin, therefore, cannot disregard d~ the diversity of words denoting sin. These words must be 

--- examined in their context, i.e., in the formulas and literary 
units in which they occur. An analytic study of the three 
most commonly used terms- be!', pesha', and avon 
('awon)-has been undertaken by R. Knierim. As these are 
often found together (Ex. 34:7; Lev. 16:21; Num. 14: 18 ; 
Isa. 59: 12; .ler. 33:8; Ezek. 21:29; Micah 7: 18-19; Ps . 
32: l, 5; 51:3-7; 59:4-5; .lob 7:20-21; 13:23; Dan. 9:24; 
cf. Isa. I: 2, 4; Ezek. 33: I 0, 12), even in poetic parallelism, 
there cannot be an appreciable difference of meaning 

1 
I among them, yet they are not simply synonymous. 

TI~'\ The root b!' occurs in the Bible 459 times. The original 
meaning of the verb ha1a' is "to miss" something, "to fail," 
as can be seen from Genesis 31: 39; Leviticus 5 :15-i6; 
Numbers 14:40; Judges 20: 16; Psalms 25 :8; Proverbs 
8:36; 19:2; and Job 5:24, which indicates that sin as 

_denoted by hi' was originally viewed as a failure, a l;;k oi 
perfection in carrying out a duty. The root b!' signifies a 
failure of mutual relations and corresponds, then, to the 
modern idea of "offense" rather than to that of "sin:'" 
which is a theological concept. One who fulfills the claims 
of a relation or an agreement is righteous, ?addik (?addiq); 
one who does not, offends (b.1' !-) his partner. "What is my 
offense that you have so hotly pursued after me?" Jacob 
asks Laban (Gen. 31: 36). David puts a similar question to 
Jonathan in connection with his relation to Saul (I Sam. 
20: I). This relation was of such a nature that it required of 
David that he devote all his abilities to the service of Saul, 
and of Saul that he treat David as his loyal subject. The 
obligation was mutual as long as it was upheld by both 
parties. When Saul and David were in the same cave, and 
David was content to cut off the skirt of Saul's robe, he 
called out to Saul that it was now clear that he had not 
"offended" him (I Sam. 24: 12). Then Saul acknowledged 
that David was righteous and that he himself was the 
offender (cf. I Sam. 26:21), since he had not fulfilled his 
obligations. All lack of obedience toward superiors is 
"offense," because in the relations between subordinates 
and superiors the former are expected to obey the latter. 
The Egyptian baker and cupbearer who were in prison with 

Joseph had been sent there because they had "failed" to 
obey the orders of Pharaoh (Gen. 40: I; 41: 9). The people 
of Pharaoh were accused of '.;.[ailing" (b!') in their duty, 
when they did not give any straw to the Israelites so that 
they might make bricks (Ex. 5: 16). The same applies to 
every deed that is in conflict with, or causes the dissol.ution 
of, a community. So Reuben acknowledged that his 
brothers "sinned" against their brother Joseph (Gen. 
42: 22) . When the king of the Ammonites attacked Israel, 
Jephthah sent him word explaining that there had always 
been a relation of peace between the two peoples, and he 
addressed to him the following reproach: "I have not 
'sinned' against you, but you do me wrong to war against 
me" (Judg. 11: 27). The "sin" is here a breach of the 
covenant relation between the peoples . When Sennacherib 
threatened Judah in 701, King Hezekiah sent a messenger 
to him, saying: "I have ·•sinned '" (i] Kings 18: 14). The 

..:.:.sm.::_ of Hezekiah consisted in a violation of his vassal 
d ·es. A "sinful" act, i.e., one of dereliction of duty, is thus 
a matter between two parties. The one who does not u ·11 
his obligat1ons in relation to the other is a sinner with 
regard to the latter; he "sins against him," i.e., "he fails 
him," and so gives the other a claim upon him. 

According to I Samuel 2:25, failure in carrying out one's 
duty can concern the relations between men or between 
God and man: "If a man offends against Ni!') a man, God 
will mediate, but if a man offends against (b!') God, who 
shall act as mediator?" This passage indicates that the "sin" 
against God was conceived as an "offense," as a failure to 
fulfill one's obligation toward God. Since the root b!' 
denotes an action , that failure is neither an abstraction nor 
a permanent disqualification but a concrete act with its 
consequences. This act is defined as a "failure," an 
"offense," when it is contrary to a norm regulating the 
relations bet ween God and man. So, for instance, the 
infringement of the law of ban ((ierem ) appears in Joshua 
7:11, 20 and I Samuel 15:3-19 as an "offense" or "sin" 
against God in view of the traditions partially recorded in 
Deuteronomy 20: 10-18. That adultery is a ·•sin" against 
the Lord (Gen. 20: 6, 9; 39 :9; II Sam . 12: 13) results from a 
law such as Exodus 20: 14. Social mischiefs stigmatized as 
"sins" by the prophets (Isa. 58: lff.; 59:2ff.; .Jer. 2:35; 
5:25; Ezek. 14 : 13; 16:51 ; 33: 14: Hos. 12:9; Amos 5: 12 ; 
Micah 3:8; 6: 13) are, in fact, contrary to commandments 
of the divine law such as Exodus 20: 16 (13): 23: 1-9; 
Deuteronomy 27: 17- 19. The concept of hf' extends not 
only to juridical, moral, and social matte~s. but also to 

,..cultic 0611gat1ons, and even to involuntary infringements of 
ritual prescriptions (Lev. 4-5) or of occasional divine 
premonitions(Num.22:34). ff'S HA 1/io/'t'f: 

The root psh' occurs in the Bible 136 tim~nd it too!J 'c1,, 
is :o~nd in ear~xts_as Ge~esis 3~:36; ;~:17; Exodu~ re~ 
22., I Samuel 24.11, II Kings 8.20, 2_, Amos 1-2, 4 
Micah 3: 8; and Proverbs 28: 24. Its basic meaning 
is that of "breach." In terms o( international" Taw, 
the breach of a convenant is th us called pesha' (I Kings 
i2:I9; II Kings 1:1; 3:), /: 8:2IT, 22: Hos . 8: 1). n 
the realm of criminal law, pesha' is the delict which 
dissolves the community or breaks the peaceful relation 
between two parties (e.g., Gen. 31:36; Ex. 22:8; Prov. 
28: 24). This is also the meaning of psh' when used to 
express the sinful behavior of man toward God (e.g., I~ 
Kings 8: SO; Ps. 25: 7; 51: 3). The verb 'awah. found in the 'AVifv 
Bible 17 times, basically expresses the idea of crookedness, (ro. 
a am. : , an int e passive~ 
orm (ni al). "to become bent" (Ps. 38: 7). The noun 'awon. ~ 
from the same root is found 227 229 times, and designates 
'croo edness ." The use of these words in a figurative sense 
to denote the transgression, the guilt incurred by it, or the 
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punishment, is of popular origin. The metaphor does not 
belong to the juridical terminology, but was assumed by the 
theological language. Isaiah 59: 2, for example, says that the 
'awonot set up a wall between the Lord and the sinner. 

The nouns het'. haca'ah or hatta't, pesha'. and 'awon, and 
also the corresponding verbs, denote a "sin" in the 
theological sense of the word when they characterize a 
human deed as a "failure," a "breach," or a "crooked" 
action with reference to prescriptions that proceed finally 
from the stipulations of the Covenant. It is not the external 
nature of the act that makes it sinful. In biblical thought, 
the relation that creates the right to God's protection also 
creates the sin. There would be no sin if there were no 
covenantal law. I he sinner is one who has failed in his 

· relation to God, insofar as he has not fulfilled his obligation 
to God. In other words, it is a "sin" to violate, or to break, 
the Covenant (cf. .Jer. 14:20-21). The biblical doctrine of 
sin is thus described in .Jeremiah 16: 10-12 in the following 
way: "When you tell this people all this, and they say to 
you: 'Why has the Lord threatened us with such terrible 
misfortune? What is our crime? What is the offense (b!' I we 
have committed against the Lord our God?'-then answer 
them: 'It is because your fathers forsook Me. They followed 
other gods, worshiping them and doing obeisance to them, 
and forsook Me and did not keep My law. And you have 
done even worse than they did, each following his own 
stubbornly wicked inclinations and refusing to listen to 
Me." ' Even the sin of Adam and Eve although not 
d scri ed as such in the Bible, was an act that destroyed a 
special relation between God an man ( en. ). T e 
original sin does not appear in the Bible as an innate 
depravity common to all human beings in consequence of 
the fall of the first parents. Rather, the biblical tradition 
knows that "there is no man who does not sin" (I Kings 
8: 46; cf. Eccles. 7: 20). The hyperbolic language in which 
the psalmist describes his own sinfulness, "I was even born 
in iniquity, my mother conceived me in sih" (Ps. 51: 7; cf. 

,-Gen. 8: 21 ), only stresses the ineluctable character of sin. 
Nobody can escape from it, as the sin can also be 
involuntary (Lev . 4-5) or proceed from ignorance (Gen. 
20: 6; Num . 22: 34). A man is responsible for all his actions. 
Therefore sick people may conclude that their illness is a 
punishment for having offended God (Ps. 38: 4, 19; 41: 5). 
This does not mean, however, that the ancient Israelites did 
not make a distinction between an inadvertent sin and one 
that is committed willfully. This distinction clearly emerges 
in Numbers I 5: 27 and 30. The psychological sentiment of 
guilt is also expressed in various texts ( Ps. 51; 78: 17, 32; 
Prov. 21:4; 24:9; .lob 31:30; cf. Gen. 4:7; Deut. 15:9: 
22: 26). The subjective aspect of a deed is even taken into 
account by the law, especially in Exodus 21: 13-14 and 
Deuteronomy 19:4- 5. 

The idea of "deadly" or "mortal" sin originates in 
biblical expressions connecting h!' with mwt ("to die," 
"death"; Num. 18:22; 27:3; Deut. 21 :22; 22:26; 24: 16; II 
Kings 14:6; Ezek. 3:20; 18:4, 20; Amos 9: 10; II Chron. 
25:4). The oldest text connecting the two is probably Amos 
9: 10, dating from the eighth century B.C.E.: "All the sinners 
of my people shall die by the sword." The connection of the 
formula expressing the death sentence with such an 
indefinite word as ••sin" or "offense" cannot be original. It 
must be regarded as a generalization proceeding from 
theological reflection. Its original "setting in life" (sitz im 

/eben /·is still visible in Deuteronomy 21: 22 and 22: 16, 
which refer to the proceedin_gs of the civil tribunal. 
Numbers 18: 22 and 27: 3, both of which belong to the 

Priestly tradition, reflect instead the sphere of sacral 
law. The remaining passages use the concept of "mortal 
sin" in a context of "prophetic" preaching. 

In a certain sense, every sin may be regarded as 
"deadly"; for, if all people die, it is because all have sinned, 
and not in consequence of "the original sin." That the 
sinner must die is stated or assumed by many texts (Ex. 
32:33 ; Lev. 20:20; 22:9; 24: 15-17; Num. 9: 13: 16:26 ; 
17:3; 18:22, 32; I Sam. 15: 18; I Kings 13:34; 14: 11-18; 
15:29-30; 16: 12-13, 18-19; Isa. 13:9; 38: 17 ; 43:27-28; 
64:4-5; Jer. 8: 14; Ezek. 3:20; 18:24; Amos 9:8, 10; Ps. 
l 04: 34). Stereotyped formulas say even that "each man 
shall die because of his sin" (b!': Num. 27: 3; Deut. 24: 16; 
II Kings 14:6) or "because of his transgression" ('awon: 
Josh.22:20;Ezek.4:17;7:l3, 16; l8:l7,20;33:6,8,9;cf. 
Gen. 19: 15). The sinner must indeed "bear (ns') his sin." 
The expression means practically "to take the blame upon 
oneself," and it normally refers to the sinner himself (Gen. 
4: 13; Ex. 28:43; Lev. 5: l, 17; 7: 18; 19:8, 17; 20: 17, 19, 
20; 22:9; 24: 15; Num. 5:31; 9: 13; 14:34; 18:22, 23, 32; 
Ezek. 14: 10; 44: 10, 12). The law of retaliation demands, in 
fact, that the offender should be punished according to his 
sin. However, the same expression also occurs in early pleas 
for forgiveness (Gen. 50: 17; Ex. 10: 17; 32:32; I Sam . 
15:25; Hos. 14:3; Ps. 25: 18), in doxological formulas (Ex. 
34 : 7; Num. 14:18 ; Micah 7:18; Ps . 32:l; 85:3), in a 
thanksgiving psalm (32: 5), in a predication (.Josh. 24: 19), 
and in a Song of the Suffering Servant in Deutero-Isaiah 
(Isa. 53: 12). In these texts, the one who takes the blame 
upon himself is God, the offended person , or a substitute of 
the sinner (cf. II Sam. 12 : 13-14). There are still other cases 
when one's 'awon is borne by another person: by the priests 
(:---Jum. 18: l ), by Aaron (Ex. 28: 38), by the husband (Num. 
30: 16), by the prophet Ezekiel (Ezek. 4:4-6), by the 
community (Lev. 22: 16), by the scapegoat (Lev. 16:22), or 
even by a sacrificed goat (Lev. 10 : 17). It means that there 
was a possibility that the sin might not work its conse
quences upon the sinner. Accordingly, there was sense to 
the prayer for the forgiveness of sin (cf. I Kings 8: 30, 34, 36, 
50; Ps. 51 :4; 79:9) or the intercession of a prophet (Gen. 
20:7; Ex. 9 : 27-29; IO: 17; 32:30-33; Num. 21 :7; Deut. 
9: 18-20; I Sam. 7:5 ; 12 : 19; Jer. 14: 11: 15: I). The ancient 
remedy, the sin-offering (ha,tta't /. also worked both for the 
purification of the person and to obtain the forgiveness of 
the Lord. It is probable that the killed animal was originally 
·regarded as a substitute for the sinner (cf. Lev. 10: 17). The 
_£onfession of sins was another means of winning forgive
ness. In this way the sinner expels the sin from his heart; he 
~at the same time that he does not intend to conceal 

his sin and to deceive the Lord. 

The formula of the individual's confession of sins, ex
pressed by ~e verb ba/a'ti ("I have sinned"), is found in 
the Bible 30 times. It has beyond any doubt a ritual 
character, even ii 1t is used twice in a rather colloquial way 
(l Kings 18:9; Neh. 6: 13). In the other instances, it is 
employed with reference to sacral judicial proceedings, as 
shown by the juridical terminology of the context. It is used 
not only when someone has sinned against God (Gen. 39: 9 ; 
Ex. 9:27; 10:16; Num. 22:34; Josh. 7 : 20; I Sam. 15:24, 
30; II Sam. 12: 13; 24: 10, 17; Jer. 2:35; Micah 7:9; Ps. 
4l:5;5l:6;1Chron.21:8, l7;cf.Job7:20; 10:14;33:27) 
but also against man (Gen. 20:9;43:9;44:32; Judg. l l :27; 
I Sam. 24:11; 26:21; II Sam. 19:21; II Kings 18:14;.Jer. 
37: 18). More than half the occurrences are in ancient texts. 
The oldest form of the proceedings is most likely the one in 
Joshua 7: 13-23, on the occasion of* Achan 's sin at Jericho; 
it seems to be presupposed in Leviticus 5: 5 and also Psalms 
32: 5. After the sinner was designated by the sacred lots, 
*Urim and Thummim, he had to present a public 
confession of his sin, which was confirmed by an inquiry. 
The sin could be forgiven or not , it could be expiated by a 
sacrifice or by putting the sinner to death . On the other 
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hand, in I Samuel IS: 24 and I I Samuel 12: 13 (cf. 11 Sam. "That which is crooked cannot be made straight, and that 
24: 10-19), the casting of lots and public confession a re which is wanting cannot be numbered" (Ber. 26a). Sins 
dispensed with, the sin being confessed before the cultic involving the transgression of negative precepts are of two 
prophet who accused the sinner in God's name. This kinds-offenses against God and offenses against one's 
procedure was probably characteristic of the early monar- neighbor. The Day of Atonement brings forgiveness for sins 
chical period. The individual confession of sins is also committe~ against God, i.e., for purely religious offenses. It 
expressed by the words pesha'ai (Ps. 25: 7; 32: 5; 39: 9; • only brings forgiveness for offenses against other human 
51: 3, 5) and 'awonotai (Ps. 38: 5; 40: 13), by the singular beings II the wrong done to the victim has first been put 
pish'i (Micah 6: 7; Job 7: 21; 14: 17) and 'awoni (Gen. 4: 13 ; ~ right (Yoma 8: 9). The intention to sin is not reckoned as sin 
Ps. 32: 5; 38: 19), or else by various locutions using one of except in the case of idolatry (Kid. 39b). >c.Vil?f? 
these words (Gen. 44: 16; I Sam. 25: 24; II Sam. 14: 9). Sins are also divided into light and s vere sins. The t ree 
These confessions occur in many different contexts: prayer, most serious sins tor the rabbis are murder, idolatry, and 
praise, interrogation, etc.; the confession of sins is thus adultery and incest. It was eventually ruled that rather than 
often indirect. commit these, a man must forfeit his life (Sanh. 74a). The 

The formula of the national confession of sins is ex- light sins are those which "a man treads underfoot" (TanI:i. 
-2ressed by the verb ~1ata'nu ("we have sinned"). This B. Deut. 86). A marked tendency to be observed in rabbinic 
verbal form occurs in the Bible 24 times, but only twice homiletics is to encourage people to take the lighter sins 
in texts that are definitely ancient-Numbers 12: 11 more seriously by treating them as if they were far weightier 
and 14:40, which seem to belong to the Elohistic tra- offenses. Thus, whoever leaves the Holy Land to reside 
dition of the Pentateuch. However, the first of these outside it is as if he had worshiped idols (Sifra, Be-Har 6); 
two passages does not actually contain a national con- whoever bears evil tales is as if he denies the root principle 
fession of sins, since the sinners are Miriam and Aaron; of faith (Ar. 156): whoever shames his neigh bar in public is 
thus an individual confession of sins is applied to two as ifhe had shed blood (BM 586). 
persons at once. None of the remaining 22 attestations of Those who cause others to sin were severely castigated by 
the form can safely be dated before the late seventh century th

1

e rabbis . One who ca uses another to sin is worse than one 
B.C.E. (Num. 21:7; Deut . 1:41; Judg. 10:10, 15; I Kings' - who slays him, because the murderer only excludes his 
8:47; Isa. 42:24; Jer. 3:25; 8: 14; 14:7, 20; 16: 10; Ps. ' victim from this life, while the one who causes another to 
106: 6; Lam. 5: 16; Dan. 9: 5, 8, 11 , 15; Neh. I: 6 (twice); II sin excludes him from the life of the world to come (Sif. 
Chron. 6: 37). All these texts have a cul tic or sacral Deut. 252). Jeroboam is the prototype of the one who leads 
character. Other formulas of national confession of sins, others to sin (Avot 5: I 8). Yf;? e /L HA -RI\ 
expressed by the word pesha'enu ("our sins") can be found 2.)n is caused by the evil *inclin'ation (ye?er ha-ra), the 
in Isaiah 53:5; 59: 12; Ezekiel 33: 10; Psalms·65:4; 103: 12; force 111 man which drives him to gratify his instincts ancr-
and Lamentations I: 14, 22. As far as these texts can be ambitions. Although called the "evil inclination" because it 
dated, they were all composed in the sixth century B.C.E. can easily lead man to wrongdoing, it is essential to life in 
The term 'awonenu, or 'awonotenu, also occurs with that that it..provides life with its driving power. Were it not for 
meaning, namely, in Isaiah 53: 5-6; 64: 5; Psalms 90: 8; the ye?er ha-ra, remarks a rabbinic Midrash (Gen. R. 9: 7), 
Daniel 9: l 3; and Ezra 9: 6, l 3-texts which are all Exilic or a man would not build a house, or marry, or have children, 
post-Exilic. It seems, therefore, that, contrary to the or engage in commerce. In similar vein is the curious legend 
individual confession, the national one is a relatively late (Yoma 69b) that the men of the Great Synagogue wanted to 
innovation in Israel's penitential liturgy (cf. E. Lipinski, La kill the ye?er ha-ra. who warned them that if they were 
liturgie peniten1ielle dans la Bible ( 1969), 35-41 ). successful the "world would go down," i.e., would come to 

When God " gru:~e's_siu, He "covers" or "hides" an end. They therefore imprisoned him for three days and 
it' (Micah 7: 18; Ps. 32: I, 5; 85: 3; Prov. IO: 12; 17: 9; then seafched all the land for a new-laid egg without finding 

~II; 28: 13; Job 31: 33), He "do~t JE!l_em ber Ji.&,., ~ Passages such as these, however , must not be 
that He overlooks]" it (Isa. 64: 8; Ps . 25: 7), He "bears" it construed as suggesting any rabbinic acceptance of the 
Himself(Ex. 32:32; 34:7; Num . 14: 18; Josh. 24: 19; Hos. inevitability of sin or of its condonation. The strongest 
14: 3; Micah 7: 18; Ps. 25: I 8; 32: I, 5; 85: 3). Though it is expressions are used of the heinousness of sin and surrender 
merely said that the sin is forgotten, covered, not imputed ) to the yezer ha-ra. R. Simeon b . Lakish said "Satan, the 
to the sinner, God's forgiveness of sins is identical with the _yezer ha-ra, and the angel of death are one and the same" 
curing of the man and with the regeneration of his st_rength. (BB 16a). The ye?er ha-ra entices man to sin in this world l! 
It means, indeed, that God will not take him away "in the and bears witness against him in the future world (Suk. 
middle of his days" (Jer. 17: 11; Ps. 55: 24; 102: 25), but will 526 ). The ye;er ha-ra assaults man every day, endeavoring 
permit him to spend on earth the full span of human life, to kill him, and if God would not support him, man could 
i.e ., "70 years" (Isa. 23: 15; Ps. 90: I 0). Then He will cut not resist him; as it is said (Ps. 37: 32): "The wicked 

1
• him off by death, for "there is no righteous man on earth watcheth the righteous and seeketh to slay him. The Lord 
A. _ 'r who does good and never sins" (Eccles. 7: 20). [E.LI.] will not leave him in his hand" (ibid. ). Unless severe control 
f' Vt./ll\. Rabbinic Views. The usual rabbinic term for sin is averah, is exercised man becomes the prey of sin. Commenting on II 

from the root avar ("to pass over : 1.e., s111 is a rejection of [ Samuel 12: 4, it is said that the yezer ha-ra is at first called a 
God's will). The rabbis rarely speak of sin in the abstract "passerby," then a guest, an na y one w o occupies 

· but usually of specific sins. There are sins of commission t e ouse 1 1 . . en a man sins and repeats t e s111, 1t 
and omission-in the rabbinic terminology, the transgres- ·no longer seems to him as forbidden (Yoma 86b) . 
sion of negative precepts and the failure to perform positive The much discussed question of whether there are any 
precepts (Yoma 8: 8). Sins of commission are more serious parallels to the Christian doctrine of original sin in rabbinic 
than those of omission (Yoma 85: 86a), and the term averah literature can be disposed of simply by noting that there are 
generally refers to the former. In one respect, however, the no such parallels. The passages which state that "four died 
latter are more severe. If positive precepts have to be carried through the serpent's machinations" (Shab. 55b) and that 
out at a certain time and that time has passed, the omission "the serpent copulated with Eve and infected her with his 
cannot be rectified, e.g., the failure to recite the Sherna on a filth" (Shab. 146a), quoted in this connection, expressly 
particular day. To this is applied the verse (Eccles. I: 15): exclude Israel from the effects of the serpent's machinations 
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and his filth, and in all probability are an intentional 
polemic against the doctrine of original sin. Nevertheless, 

, while the rabbis do not see sin as hereditary- that man is 
bound to sin because of Adam's sin-their views are far 
removed from .. liberal" optimism regarding man 's inherent 
goodness, as the doctrine of the ye1er ha-ra clearly 
demonstrates. It is recorded that the rival schools of Hillel 

it 
were etter tor man not to have been created i.e., because 
of his propensity to sin ; it was finally decided that it would 
have been better if he had not been created , but since he has 
6een let him investigate hts deeds (Eruv . !Jb). 

I 
Counsels are given to man as to how he can rise above 1 

sin. He should know that above him there is a seeing eye 
and a hearing ear and that all his deeds are recorded in a 
book (Avot 2: I). He should reflect that he comes from a 
putrid drop, that he oes to a lace of dust, worms and 
maggots, and t at he is destined to ive an account and a 
rec on11ig e ore the King of kings (Avot J: I). But t e 

·study of the Torah and the practice of the precepts are the 
best method of avoiding sin (Sot. 21 a) . God says : "My 
children! I created the evil inclination, but I created the 
Torah as its antidote ; if you occupy you rselves with the 
Torah you will not be delivered into [the inclination's] 
hand" (Kid. JOb). The school of R. Ishmael taught: "My 
son, if this repulsive wretch (the ye?er ha-ra] attacks you, 
lead him to the house of learning : if he is stone, he will 
dissolve; if iron, he will shiver into fragments" (Kid. JOb). 

[L.J.] 
Bibliography: L. Koehler, Old Testament Theology (1957), ch. 

51; E. Jacob, Theology of the Old Testament ( 1958), pl. 3, ch. I; J. 
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Theology ( 1909), 219-343: G . F. Moore, Judaism ( 1958), 445- 552: 
A. Buechler, Studies in Sin and Atonement (1928); C. M. 
Monlefiore and H. Loewe, Rabbinic Anthology (1938), index; A. 
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SIN, WILDERNESS OF (Heb. )'t;i). (I) An area between 
Elim and Sinai, traversed by the children of Israel in their 
exodus from Egypt (Ex. 16: I); it is defined more specifically 
in Exodus 17: I as the area before Rephidim. In the 
recapitulation of the wanderings through the desert in 
Numbers 33: 11-12, the order is: Elim-Red Sea-Wilder
ness of Sin-Dophkah . The localization of Sin naturally 
depends on the view taken of the route of the Exodus (see 
* Exodus). Accepting the traditional southern route, the 
desert of Sin would be identical to the plain of al-Marba (or 
al-Markha), between Wadi Ba'b'a and Wadi Sidr1 on the 
west coast of the Sinai peninsula; its position would then be 
between Elim (Wadi Gharandal '1) and Dophkah (Sara.bi\ 
al-Kha.dim (?), the turquoise mines exploited in ancient 
times). (2) Sin is mentioned in connection with the 
"stronghold of Egypt" in Ezekiel JO: 15-16. It is probably 
identical with Syene (Aswan; Ezek. 29 : IO; JO: 6), the 
southern boundary fortress of Egypt. 

Bibliography: Abel, Geog, 2 ( I 938). 212-3. [M.A.-Y .) 

SINAI (Heb. 'rt;i ), peninsula situated between the two 
northern gulfs of the Red Sea, the Gulf of Eilat on the east 
and the Gulf of Suez on the west. It forms a triangle, each 
side of which measures about 200 mi. (320 km.). The 
peninsula consists of three main regions, each different in its 
geographical aspects. In the north is a sandy coastal plateau, 

partly traversed by dunes 20 mi. (32 km.) deep, which reach 
a height of 60-90 ft. (c. 18-27 m.), but which are passable 
in a northeast-southeast direction. A few wells of brackish 
water and palm groves in oases made the passage of this re
gion easier. The sandy areas are narrow on the east, but ex
pand into the desert of al-Jifar (the desert of Shur) on the 
west. The second zone is a limestone plateau intersected by 
valleys and ridges and known as Badivat al-Tih. Its north
ern limit is formed by a series of mountains, including, from 
west to east, Jebel al-Jidd1 (2,058 ft.), Jebel Ya'a llaq (3,200 
ft.) and Jebel Halal (or l:{alal; 2,714 ft.) South of r.hese 
mountains, whitish limestone cliffs rise in a line of sheer 
precipices from the gravel-strewn surface of the ground. 
The TTh desert extends eastward into the area around Ka
desh, and westward up to the Suez region. Its sandy and 
rocky ground contains few watering points. The southern
most region of the Sinai Peninsula consists of a group of 
granite mountains intersected by deep wadis and their trib
utaries, between which rise rocky massifs with high pinna
cles and deep gorges. The outstanding peaks in this area are 
Jebel Katerina (8,652 ft.), Jebel Musa, the traditional Mt. 
Sinai (7,486 ft.) and Jebel Sirbal (6,791 ft.). The waters flow
ing from these snow-clad peaks in the winter have created 
several oases, the most important one being the central 
oasis of FTran (Paran). The mountain range of the south 
extends northward along the west coast; this part is rich in 
copper and turquoise, the greatest concentration of which 
exists at Sara.bi\ al-Kha.dim. West ofit, the plain ofal-Marha 
( Mark ha; see *Sin, Wilderness of) follows the west coast. 

Situated between the Nile Valley and the land of Israel, 
Sinai was from earliest times traversed by a series or roads 
running from west to east, of which the three most 
important are: a) The coastal road, known in the Bible as 
the "way of the land of the Philistines," which runs from 
the vicinity of Pelusium to Gaza, passing from one well to 
another; it is the shortest and most frequented route. b) The 
road which crosses the T1h desert from Ismailia on the Suez 
Canal by way of Bi'r Jafjafa (or Gafgafa) and Bi 'r 
ul-1:lamma to Abu Aweigila and to Ni?-?-anah ('Awja 

\ 
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"An archeologist is the best husband 
any woman can have: 
The older she gets, 
the more he is interested in her." 

- AGATHA CHRISTIE 

·'Are we oucv,i:'- Jr Ju::,. ,.,.J, ........ .. ~ .. ,. . . 

"Between two evils, 
I always pick the one 
I never tried before." 

-MAE WEST 

" The trouble with some women 
is they get all excited about 
nothing - and then marry him." 

-CHER 
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180 WHATEVER BECAME OF SIN? 

The Designation Sin Implies Fwther Action 

"Sin is a 'weary word,'" said Bernard Murchland, "but the reality 
it signifies is energetic and destructive. . . . Our age is as haunted 
by the presence of sin as any other-perhaps more so .... The prob
lem of sin is the axial problem. of human thought and no effort of 
man's mind has any lasting importance that is not concerned with 
that problem."6 

The word "sin" does carry an implication of cost, of penalty, of 
answerability. The wages of some sins are death, without doubt; 
and the wages of lesser sins, while less than death, are substantial, 
including reparation, restitution, and atonement. Sinning is never 
with impunity, but the assessment and the penalization are not our 
business. They are not a judge's business as in the case of crime. 
They are between the sinner, his conscience, his God, and his vic
tim. Sin must be dealt with in the private courts of the individual 
heart, sometimes with self-indulgence, sometimes with self
reproach but without penalty, sometimes with symbolic cancella
tions, sometimes with stern self-punishment. 

Self-punishment always involves severe conflict. The mounting 
internal stress of unrelieved conscience disturbs the equilibrium and 
organization of the personality. The organism protests the painful 
and threatening treatment it is receiving (from a part of itself), and 
attempts to escape. Various devices-projection, denial, symptom 
formation, or ritualistic undoing-are available. The threat of total 
disequilibration is held in check; if it becomes greater, the organism 
is pushed to greater salvaging efforts. 

The logical, reasonable, effective solution for tension reduction 
in such a circumstance is to make atonement, as theology calls it, 
or amends, as we say, by restitution, acknowledgment, and revised 
tactics. But sometimes this is hard to do. Some of the sins for which 
punishment or the threat of punishment brings great anxiety and 
symptomatology to the individual may be at the moment unknown to 
him. They have been forgotten, repressed into unconsciousness. The 
clinical process of psychoanalytic "treatment" aims at penetrating 
and recovering this material, bringing to mind previously repressed, 

• 5 Mark Oraison et al., Sin, trans. by Bernard Murchland and Raymond. Meyerpeter 
with an Introduction by Bernard Murchland ( New York: Macmillan, 1962). 
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nearly forgotten offenses. Once these reminiscences which entailed 
so much distress are made conscious and the guilt feeling attached 
to them realized, both the offenses and the guilt can be more 
rationally dealt with. 

Psychoanalysis has been much admired for its demonstrated suc
cesses in accomplishing this result in many people. But it has also 
received much criticism, not alone for its frequent failures to 
achieve the relief sought, but also for constituting what seemed to 
many to be a punitively expensive process for rationalizin and 

_intellectualizing_ aggressive behavior. The indivf ual himse may 
feel more relieved than is his environment-and perhaps for the 
wrong reason! This is bowdlerized in AruiaRusse s sar onic jab: ' 

At three I had a feeling of 

Ambivalence toward my brothers, 

And so it follows naturally 

I poisoned all my lovers. 

---- But now I'm happy; I have learned 

The lesson this has taught; 

That everything I do that's wrong 

Is someone else's fault. 0 

I 

j 
- ---- ---
Some individuals, like some other animals, pro~ed and appear 

as if their aggressions ( like all their other behavior) were the right 
and proper and "natural" thing to do, involving no internal conse
quences, regardless of the external consequences. Toward such indi
vi ls '~judges and psychia rists, ot , often ta e a paradoxica 
attitude. The man "has no conscience," he kills ruthlessly and 
demonstrates a total lack of concern, remorse, regret, or self
reproach. In the judge's view this is the most heinous, inhuman, 
and unpardonable wickedness, "deserving" the harshest punish
ment; on the other hand, in the eyes of the psychiatrists, it is also a 
demonstration of serious mental illness, a state of "moral imbecility," 
an indication of "psychopathic personality," "borderline character," 
or other denigrating terms meaning a dire sickness. 

u m mos uman eings a sense of gui t is aroused by the 
awareness of participation in events regarded as forbidden, dis-

0 Anna Russell, "Psychiatric Folksong," in 0. Hobart Mowrer, The Crisis in 
Psychiatry and Religion (Princeton, N.J.: Van Nostrand, 1961), p. 49. 
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\ of our life? To be in the stat f sin is to be in the state of separa-
\ tion." "Separation,'~ continued, "may be from ones e lawmen, 

from" one's own true self and[Qr from his God."1- Tillich used 
"Ground of Bei!!g: ;___ilie--readfil:....Gan-ehegse-his awn word ) 

eparation is another word n~only for sin, b~f~ mental illness, _ 
for crime, for nonfunctioning, for aggression, for alienation, for 
death. Some prefer one or the other, but all these words describe 
the same thing. 

I am influenced in all my thinking, of course, by my life work as 
a physician, as a psychiatrist. If a person I knew was observed to be 
acting as self-destructively as mankind has been doing, if this per-
son alternately exhibited depression and a show of cheery sangfroid 
and pseudo-optimism, if he busied himself with furious activity one 
week and slumped in despairing gloom the next-such a person 
would arouse our concern. We would fear that his disturbed emo
tional state, his personality disorganization, his failing self-control, 
might soon bring him into inextricable difficulties and lead to acts 
of very bad judgment, great unpleasantness, or serious self-injury. 

If this were a friend or a patient of mine, I would feel a responsi
bility to act immediately, to intervene in the process in an effort to 
prevent tragedy and to guide his return to a healthy progression. 
The incubus of his depression can be lifted, not pooh-poohed, or 
exorcised or swept under the rug or concealed by euphemisms and 
myths or by Greek neologisms-but examined, recognized, acknowl
edged, and then corrected in an intelligent and adequate way. From rt 
this he will become a transformed man. He will have "recovered." (} , 
Someone must recognize his need and help him to meet it. ( Or so I ~ 
believe; some would say let him do as he likes. Let him save--or 
destroy-himself. ) 

Our world situation may not be analogous, but perhaps it is in 
some respects comparable. And who feels responsible for the world's 
suffering? Illness only partially conquered, crime miserably con
trolled, individual and collective depreaations abundant. A sense 
of personal moral responsibility is faint and apparently growing 
fainter. Depression, discouragement, acedia, and likewise megalo
mania and power-flaunting are widespread. We each do our part in 
a total process of wasting, spending, polluting, defiling, stealing, 

1 Paul Tillich, "You Are Accepted," A.D., 1:36--40 (September, 1972). 
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hoarding, exhausting, and destroying. We pause occasionally to 
,. gaze about in alarm and apprehensiveness; we acknowledge a gen

eral pall of depression. But no corrective peccavi or mea cuJpa 
escape our lips. 

Some ascribe our griefs to the human condition, to repetitious, 
irremediable loss. Centuries ago states of mental anguish were 
ascribed to demonic os es ion and eir victims were re arded as 
wic e creatures. With the coming of scientific insights the con
tribution of toxins and infections and constitutional disorders were 
recognized. Later, the effects of social pressures and personal experi
ences became even more important, but demon po_ssession was not. 

f/;J__\ ~ The _new ~cient· c ex _a "ri'stor ood historical reasons skirte 
fl) 1 cons1 erahon of anythmg that would look like t e old notion of 

'sin. But now that the idea of sin has been reconsidered theologically 
and ethically, the time has come for scientists to reconsider it also 
a~e it an appropnate Rlace in their_ worL__,, ► • - ~ - -.,. 

We know something about the effect of sorrows and disappoint-
ments and defective genes and disturbed body chemistry and 
derangements of fantasy and reactions to trauma. We can better 
recognize, now, the subtler factors of 'bad" character identifica
tions, habitual error, sloth, me 

borate rationalization ~o~r:sisJ.10J.1m~e~th~e~a~g~g~re~s==s~iv~e~n~egiss~,~s~e~~~~~f 

greediness, destructiveness, ruthlessness an ride of our fellow 
a~e ers are but ex ress1ons of ~ur "humanit ." "And why apolo~e ) 

fQE._ it. eed we be ashame o being human?" t1ley ask. "That's the 
way we are, and let there be no re aches, no re ret, guilt, de res-

.,....s_io1nr,'7;r'.":ef,;e;:;nr;-:ta;:-;n:;;;c7e:;,:rITe:::-s~on~s~i~b~il~it~y~. ~B~e:.lag~o:.::n::e;..,s~u~c=h= w=o=r= s=a=s='=sm=· ::::'::::!"= - - / 
But do these feelings go away. 
Do these imprecations bring back the peace and beauty and 

health and happiness that have been destroyed? 
Do such people become our paragons of mental health or our 

moral leaders? 
. "Su ose " asks To nbee, "that in the next eneration the ables 

minds and the most perceptive spirits ._were to come to Socrates 
~sion that the most urgent business on mankind's agenda was 
to close the morality gap." 

Well, just suppose it. Shut your eyes and wish fervently. Pray for 
it! 

.,. Ima~e leaders striving-not to heal the sick, not to comfort the 
I 
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anguished, not to feed the starving, not to terminate the waste a 
pollution of our resources but-"to close the moralit a " ! o 

---CJ.. ish more firm y_ in national, international, an ersonal affairs 

confess it and atone for it and desist rom it. t e wor sin is 
't°.inacceptable to you, I challenge you to suggest a better one. 

Toynbee's proposal for action was directed toward the leaders, 
the ablest minds and spirits. But who and where are they? Where 
are those leaders who can choose for us the least encumbered 
paths and warn us against the unseen dangers and correct our err
ing steps? Like sheep, all of us have gone astray or followed false 
shepherds after pausing to kill our emergent prophets. Political lead-

l 
ers we have in abundance as well as military leaders, business l 

_ leaders, soc;al leaders, int:llectual leaders. But moral leaders~ip _ 
languishes, and upon moral leadership we still rely for salvation. __ 

The President, surely; the leading political figures; our statesmen. 
It would certainly mean the leading educators-university presi-
dents and professors- and no doubt many lesser figures in that same 
great professional fraternity, committed as it is to intellectual attain
ment and leadership. And the press, of course-our editors, writers, 
and poets. And some of us doctors and other professional men. It 
would surely include the clergy of all faiths. Toynbee's prescript.ion 
is, in principle, already their program. They might want to say
"That's what we have been advocating, week after week, year after 
year to our diminishing audiences. Why is there not more percep
tible effect? Why does no one listeri? Why does the morality gap 
constantly widen? \Vhy do the people steal and the big enterprises_ 
cheat and the statesmen lie? And wh is the notion of sin-never 

t e word-discarded as obsolete, even by us, the clergy?" _ 

The Role of the Clergy 

If the moribund term "sin" with its full implications is ever re
vived, we will all have to have a voice in it. B~t the clergy will have 

·reasserted an authority for leadership in the moral field which they 
r have let slip from their ha~It is their special prerogati~e to 

study sin-or whatever they call it-~ identify it, to define 1t, to 
~am us abolrt it, and to spur measures for com,!Jating and rectify-_ -
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ing it. Have they been diverted or discouraged from their task? .. -
Have they succumbed to the feeling that law and science and 
technology have proved morality and moral leadership irrelevant? 

.l)id they, too, fall for the illusion that sin had really vanished? 
We laymen have a responsibility for supporting the clergymen; 

we are reminded of the priesthood of all believers. Week in and 
week out believers listen to their shepherds, men whom they regard 
as expert in the knowledge of right and wrong in daily life. They are 
listened to with ( more or less) open ears and hearts. What do their 
listeners hear? 

Millions of words have been set down regarding what the parish
ioners should hear: reassurance about the existence of God, His 
mercifulness, His grace, His goodness, His expectations of mankind 
to forgive and to love, His sure forgiveness of repented sin, the 
assurance of life everlasting. These worthy themes support the faith. 
But they will not reach to the heart of some listeners for whom the 
roar and rumble of guilt drown out the reassurances. If, occasionally, 
a congregation is gently scolded, is it for absenteeism, violation of 
the Sabbath, or niggardly support of the church budget? 

How often does a modern sermon deal with sin? Sin in general 
or in particular? The civil rights struggle in our country certamly 

-had its brave clergymen spokesmen, and leaders-perhaps more 
often in action than in preaching-but they were a pitiful minority 
of the profession. Many were threatened and deterred by reaction
ary congregations. 

Actions speak louder than words, of course. But has the reader 
ever heard a sermon, for example, in which cigarette smoking or 
wildlife destruction or political lying or business dishonesty were 
dealt with as sins? Some members of the con re ation would no 
dou astor for his lack of spirituality. "One s ou 
~ch of such things," they told Mica w en e ecame speci c 

(Mic. 2:6). ---
They still try to give our contemporary fyiicahs that same admoni

tion. The have been re roachin and rebuking and intimidatin 
clergymen for being specific ever since. Smal wonder that some 

~eachers have become conformist, banal, and dull. When some 
statement or action by the minister offends a group of the sinners, 
they cry out that morality is none of the church's business. They 
subtract funds from its support as punishment. 
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associated with the Menninger School of Psychiatry in the training 
of psychiatrists. . 

This digression about the members of my own profess~on was 
introduced to indicate that psychiatric students are only a little less 
bewildered and uncertain about their future these days than are 
seminarians. But the latter seem to be more than confused; they are 
discouraged. They seem to have lost the conviction of their impor
tance, their usefulness. They seem uncertain about their goals and 
purposes.3 

• • 

In addition to the state of mind of these discouraged semmarians 
and preachers, I became increasingly aware of the ~ood of _the gen
eral public. People are worried. There are almost daily remmders of 
our environmental sins and the impending consequences made prob
able by them. The inexcusable slaughter and destruction in Viet
nam weighs on our conscience. There is the repeated message that 
a little stealing and bribing and cheating might as well be over
looked, since it's "being done" everywhere. There is a general depr~s
sion of spirits which the newspapers profess to be unable to e~pla1~. 

Meanwhile "confused psychiatrists and clinical psychologists m 
their hospitals and consulting rooms stand almost as helpless as 
their functional predecessors and sometime cultural opponents, the 
clergy," s~d Philip Rie.ff.4 Do they need help? Do we need them? 
Should more effort be made to support what they are doing, or shall 
we assume that they will get along, some way, if their belief in God 
is valid? 

About this time I ran across the "morality gap" figure used by 
Toynbee. It fitted into my observations about the young clergymen. 

science an technology on the one hand and for religio~ and sociality 
on the other, and this is, to my mind, one of man's chief discords, 

" misfort~ and dangers. Human nature is out of balance 
-There has always been a "morality gap," like the " 

0 w ic some politicians have been accused. We could justly accuse 

J Seward Hiltner has recently reported to me that the sense of discouragement I 
saw in 1967, though still present, has lessened considerably since 1970. "More of our 
students now believe that the local church is 'where the action is.' " 

• Philip Rieff, The Triumph of the Therapeutic (New York: Harper & Row, 1966), 
p.21. 
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the__w.hole human race, since we became human, of a "morality gap" 
-a~,....,.tfu,..._,-s_g_a_ph'"'a~s:b-e"'e-n'""gr-o-w--:i-n_g...:w_1-:-.d;-e-r_a_s~te-c-;-h-n-o~lo:....gy __ h,...a-s--,b-ee-,-1-m::__:aki~.;n_g ____ 

cumulative progress while morality has been stagnating. . . . 

The existence of the morality gap and the importance of closing it 
has been recognized by the world's spiritual geniuses. The teachings of 

the Buddha do not differ in this respect from those of the Chinese 

philosophers Confucius and Lao-tse, or the Ancient Greek philosophers 
Socrates and Zeno ( the founder of the Stoic philosophy), or of all 

the Hebrew_J)rophets from Amos in the eighth eentury B .C. to Jesus. 
"""These spiri~aders were manifestly on the right track. We ought

to follow their lead today .... 

Science has never superseded· religiao~d it is nn:_ expectation 
,= . ---

that it never will supersede it. ... Science has also begun to find out 
how to cure psychic sickness. So far, however, science has shown 

no signs that it is going to be able to cope with man's most serious 

problems. It has not been able to do anything to cure man of his sin
ulness 'and his sense of insecurity, or to avert the painfulness of 

failure and the dread of death. Above all, it has not e pcd him to 
break out of the prison of his inborn self-centeredness into communion 

or union with some reality that is greater, more important, more 
~aluable, and more lasting than the individual himself .... 

I am convinced, myself, that man's fundamental problem is _liis r 
human e ocentrici . He dreams of making the universe a desirable 
place for himself, with plenty of free time, relaxation, security and 

~bealtb, an~ith no hunger or pove_E.ty .... 

All the great historic philosophies and religions have been con
cerned, first and foremost, with the overcoming of egocentricity. At 

first sight, Buddhism and Christianity and Islam and Judaism may 

appear to be very different from each other. But, when you look 
beneath the surface, you will find that all of them are addressing 

themselves primarily to the individual human psyche or soul; they 

are trying to persuade it to overcome its own seU-centeredness and 
they are offering it the means for achieving this. They all find the 

same remedy. They all teach that egocentricity can be conquered by 
love. 5 -

other terms have a so e 

s From Surviving the Future, by Arnold Toynbee. © Oxford University Press, 1971. 
Reprinted by permission. 



HE FAMILY CIRCUS BIL KEANE 

" ... And please forgive the dessert 
Grandma had at the re.r--i.IJ:U.lJ"i.'1nt. 

She said it was inful." 

THAT'S LIFE MIKE TWOHY 
C2000, Milte Twc,ly. Dill. lly The WullillalOII Pott Writal 0-, 

original thinking. 

Aries 
(March 21-April 19): Within 24 
hours cycle moves up. 
Circumstances turn in your 
favor. You will receive credit 
long overdue, and cash. 
Cancer, Capricorn persons 
play roles. 

Taurus 
(April 20-May 20): What you 
abandoned two months ago 
will be back in picture. You 
could get international 
recognition. Emphasize 
universal appeal. Toss aside 
preconceived notions. 

Gemini 
(May 21-June 20): Individual in 
position of authority sings 
your praises. Be grateful, not 
obsequious. Sudden 
recognition could catch you by 
surprise. Leo plays exciting 
role. 

Cancer 
(June 21-July 22): Focus on 
home, family, decision relating 
to marital status. Individual in 
foreign land communicates, 
has something to tell you. Be 
receptive, not naive. 

Leo 
(July 23-Aug. 22): Highlight 
diversity, versatility, ability to 
entertain. Sense of humor 
surges to forefront. Maintain 
aura of m~ter:v. Check 
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130 A song of ascents. 

Out of the depths I call You, 0 LORD. 
20 Lord, listen to my cry; 

let Your ears be attentive 
to my plea for mercy. 

3If You keep account of sins O LORD, 
ord who,..x.x...i,_..., e. -

4Y ours is the power to forgive 
so that You may be held in a\ve. 

sr look to the LoRD; 
I look to Him; 
I await His \Vord. 

61 am more eager for the Lord 
than watchn1en for the morning 
\Vatchmen for the morning. 

70 Israel wait for the LORD; 
for with the LORD is steadfast love 
and great power to redeem. 

8It is He who will redeem Israel from all their iniquities. 
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The martyrs to 11ice far exceed the martyrs to virtue, both in en
durance and in number. So blinded are we to our passions, that we 
su!Jer more to insure perdition than salvation. Religion does not 
forbid the rational enjoyments of life as sternly as avarice forbids 
them. She does not require such sacrifices of ease as ambition; or 
s~c~ re~unciation of quiet as pride. She does not murder sleep like 
dissipation; or health like intemperance; or scatter wealth like ex
travagance or gambling. She does not embitter life like discord; or 
shorten it like revenge. She does not impose more vigilance than 
suspicion; more anxiety than selfishness; or half as many mortifica
tions as vanity! 

-HANNAH MORE 

1. Pride 

THE problem I face in writing about pride is that those who need 
to think about it most, as often as not assume that they do not need 
to think about it at all. They see how it applies to others but are 
insensitive to its application in their own case. The peculiar feature 
of pride, its insidious feature, is that one seldom comes across 
anybody acknowledging: This is my sin, my chief sin, my worst 
sin. 

I recall preaching a sermon about the obligation we all feel to 
justify ourselves to others and to ourselves. In the course of it I said 
the things about pride which the Bible says and which the Church 
teaches; if we make a listing of our sins, a salutory discipline and 
one without which there can be no genuine self-knowledge, this is 
the one that heads the list, breeds all the rest, and does more"tc> 
estrange us from our neighbors or from God than any evil we can 
commit. No sooner was I out of the pulpit than I was asked whether 
there was not a legitimate and worthy pride-pride in appearance, 
work, family, church, country. It would not have helped much to 
suggest that the point of the sermon had been missed, for that 
would have invited the reply that it should have been made so clear 
that nobody could miss it. Indeed, when I countered by inquiring if 
one ought to be conceited about one's appearance, work, family, 
church, country, the rejoinder was: Why didn't you preach about 
conceit? The questioner was off the hook and the preacher on the 
spot. The passion for self-justification is powerful, in the pulpit no 
less than in the pew. 

The word pride has varied and contrasted shades of meaning. It 
does duty both for inordinate, overweening self-esteem and for a 
proper and Christian self-respect. On the one hand it denotes 
boasting, complacency, arrogance, and on the other an open-eyed 
recognition of one's capacities, skills, and God-given worth. The 
Bible, however, puts repeated emphasis on pride as having its root 
in self-centeredness. In this aspect, it is not only the worst of the 
seven deadly sins; it is the parent sin, the one that leads to every 

11 
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other, the sin from which no one is free . Mastery may be won over 
envy, anger, avarice, sloth, gluttony, lust, but who can claim that he 
is rid uuerly and forever of the self-centeredness which makes pride 
the chronic evil it is? "This," writes .John Whale, "is where man's 
personality is rotten at the core." C. S. Lewis is equally emphatic: 
"Unchastity, anger, greed, drunkenness and all that are mere flea 
bites in comparison with pride." Pascal defines pride as "essentially 
unjust in that it makes self the center of everyting, and it is 
troublesome to others in that it seeks to make them subservient." 
Aquinas offers a similar definition: "Every sinful act proceeds from 
an inordinate desire for some temporal good. The fact that one 
desires a temporal good inordinately is due to the fact that he loves 
himself inordinately." 

The third chapter of the Book of Genesis contains a diagnosis of 
pride as in its essence the parent sin. Dramatized in the story of the 
Garden of Eden is the timeless truth that man, made to go God's 
way, has a besetting tendency to take his own way. In this sense 
Adam is Everyman and his experience the universal experience. 
Adam wills himself out of his subordinate relation to God. There is 
a fundamental egoism in him which impels him to put himself and 
his interests first. He proposes to be independent of God, the master 
of his fate and captain of his soul. It is the essence of man's pride 
to assume that he is self-sufficient and that by his efforts and skills 

e can take care of himself, order his affairs, do for himself all that 
has to be done. The serpent in tem_pting Adam and Eve promised: 
"You will be as goos."7lere is the primary temptation, to put 
ourselves where God should be-at the center of things, to ignore 
our creatureliness and finiteness as though we were self-made and 
self-adequate, and assert our independence and sovereignty. Look
ing over his past life, Newman confessed, "I loved to see and choose 
my path .... Pride ruled my will." The reason why, as we grow 
older, many of us sing Newman's hymn with deep feeling is because 
we have to make the same confession. We put ourselves first, not 
God. What place has He in an average day, in our work, in our life 
plans? Do we depend on Him, obey Him, make our will subservient 
to His? Our bias is in the direction of self-interest, our dominant 
preoccupation is the independent ordering and management of our 
affairs and concerns. 

This is what is meant by original sin, not a physical defect 
insepara le from sexa nd transmitted by Adam and Eve to their 
posterity, but a tendency common to men everywhere to put - - --

PRIDE 

themselves in the place of God by setting themselves at the center of 
their world. Theologians speak of it as "original'> because it is tlie 
primary cause of all evil. It is tragically deep-seated, fo~ history 
attests that it cannot be extirpated by any effort of the will or by 
any human agency whatsoever. Socially as well as individually, it is 
the source of all our troubles, of the dissension and strife that go to 
the making of the human predicament. Since we are all alike in 
wanting to constitute ourselves the center of thin_gs, we are de~ply 
divided from one another, our interests compeung and clashmg. 
Humanity presents a spectacle of confusion precisely because indi
viduals are concerned principally about their own private good. 
Classes and nations, like individuals, are endemically egotistica1:
J5eu{scTiland ilber Alles, Britannia Rules the Waves, America First. 
As a matter of practicalpolitics, what nation ever operates on the 
principle that God has no favorites, that it is no more import~nt 
than any other nation, that power is to be equat~d. ~ot w1th 
privilege and prerogative but with duty and resp~ns1b1hty? How 
can we expect anything but chaos if we atten:ipt .u~ give the world a~ 
many centers as there are nations-and md1v1~uals?_ The 01~ly 
center of the world is God, and until we recognize His centrality 
there can be no alleviation of the human quandary. 

The reason why all who, thinking seriously about pride as the 
original sin, speak of it in somber fashion is that it takes an endless 
variety of forms. It attaches itself to and poisons every pursuit and 
activity of mankind. Pride of rank-the delight taken in status, 
recognition, honors, in being at the head of the table, the top of the 
line, the cynosure of all eyes. Pride of intellect-the arrogance that 
thinks it knows more than it does, forgets the finiteness of the 
human mind, talks in terms of morons, smiles at the cultural 
crudity of contemporaries, and needs to be told what Madame F?ch 
said to one of her sons who was boasting about a school pnze: 
"Cleverness which has to be mentioned does not exi~t." Pride of 
power-the passion to achieve it, to wield more and more of it, to 
feel superior to others, to give orders with a strident voice and move 
men about like pawns on a chessboard. Pride of nation- shot 
through with pretension and deception, resulting in the deification 
of the national interest, in definitions of good and evil which have 
)ittle relation to universal moral law, in the egotism of the will-to
power asserting itself as a disinterested activ_ity, modern imperiali~m 
the white man's burden, modern communism a crusade for social 
justice. 
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/""Worst ~f all is spiritua! pride, e~~mplified in Christ's parable by 
~n accredited representatt_ve of religion, a man who even in prayer 
is self-centered (yet who is not?)-who basks in the sunshine of his 
own approval, r_ecalls his pieties and charities, dwells on the general 
excell~nce of his record compared with that of his neighbors, his 
twenueth-century counterpart the individual who says that he 
never goes to church but is as good as those who do, the type 
described by Alice Meynell: 

For I am tolerant, generous, keep no rules, 
And lhe age honors me. 

Thank God I am not as these rigid fools, 
Even as this Pharisee.I 

A Sunday-school teacher at the end of a lesson on the proud 
Pharisee and the penitent Publican counselled her class to thank 
God that they were not like the Pharisee! The story goes that a I 
-Carthusian monk, explaining to an inquirer the distinctive feature 
of his Order said: "When it comes to good works, we don't match 
the Benedictines; as to preaching, we are not in a class with the 
Dominicans; the Jesuits are away ahead of us in learning; but in 
the matter of humility, we're tops." 

And the devil did grin 
~ For his darling sin 

Is the pride that apes humility. 

For this dead~iest of sins there is no simple and speedy remedy. 
One of the Puntans lamented that ridding oneself of it was like 
peeling an onion; for every skin taken off there was another 
?eneath. Katheri~e Mansfield wrote in her Journal: "I wonder why 
It should be so difficult to be humble. I do not think that I am a 
good writer; I realize my faults better than anyone else could realize 
them. I know exactly where I fail. And yet when I have finished a 
story and before I have begun another, I catch myself preening my 
~eathers. It is disheartening. There seems to be some bad old pride 
m my he_art; a root of it that puts out a thick shoot on the slightest 
provocauon. . . . One must learn, one must practice to forget 
oneself .... Oh God! I am divided still. I am bad. I fail in my 
personal life. I lapse into impatience, temper, vanity, and so I fail as 
thy priest."2 

1n that exercise in self-examination, not morbid and neurotic but 
rigorous in its honesty and candor, we see the dimensions of the 

PRIDE 

problem. To face the ugly facts about ourselves and unmask the 
pride that is ingrained , in us requires sincerity and courage. But 
when the facts are faced and the disguises one by one stripped away, 
what then? ~ow _is Wide to be got ~id~? The most hopeful line is 
to see ours~ ves against some lummous background, to confront 
ourselves with a standard of excellence that puts our self-centered
ness to _shame. This is what happens when we submit ourselves to 
the white, scorching purity of Christ. "Who shall stand when he 
appeareth?" "When I saw him I fell at his feet as one dead." 
Charles Lamb's statement of the case goes to the core of the matter: 
"If Shakespeare were to come into this room we should rise to our 
feet; if Christ were to enter we should fall upon our knees." 

By a strange quirk in human nature people are severest in their 
denunciations of the sins to which they are themselves most vulner
able and prone. Yet, while assailing pride as a deadly evil, there was 
no ~hadow_ o_f a suggestion of it in Christ, no pride of rank, power, 
nation, rehg10n. There was a sublime self-consciousness but no self
centeredness. He has had critics in plenty, but there are no valid 
gro~nds ?n which He can be accused of egoism. His shining secret 
lay m His complete dependence on God and His unfailing obedi
ence to the will of God. The Fourth Evangelist represents Him as 
saying, "I do nothing of myself, but as the Father has taught me, I 
speak. I do always those things that are pleasing to him." This was 
what awed and humbled all the New Testament writers: "Even 
C£yist pleased not himself." It is what we habitually do, thinkfust 
an foremost of our own interest and advantage-but not He, never 
He. Even more by His deeds than by His words He brought to the 
world a new virtue, the virtue of Christian humility. It is the 
wonder of the divine humility, revealed in a manger at Bethlehem, 
in the life of a working man at Nazareth, in a ministry marked from 
first to last by self-emptying and self-giving, and supremely on 
the Cross at Calvary, that has led people in every age to pour 
contempt on all their pride. 

S_imon Peter, for example. There was a driving egoism in him 
which got the better of his youthful idealism. It was he who so far 
forgot himself as to blurt out, "Lord, we have left all and followed 
you; what are we to get?" But one day in a fishing boat there 
flashed i~to his soul a revealing ray from the presence of Christ, and 
he saw himself for the self-engrossed person he was, and at once he 
was on his knees exclaiming, "Depart from me, for I am a sinful 
man, 0 Lord." As with Peter so with Paul. Talk about pride! It is 
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writ large in the cataloguing of his distinctions-"of the stock of 
Israel, of the tribe of Benjamin, a Hebrew of the Hebrews; as 
touching the law a Pharisee; concerning zeal, persecuting the 
church; touching the righteousness which is in the law, blameless." 
The encounter with Christ on the Damascus road, however, put an 
end to all such self-congratulation. The old pride, based on self. 
ignorance, shrivelled and in its place grew a new and ever deepen-

' 

ing humility. At the beginning of his Christian life he felt that he 
was "unworthy to be called an apostle." Years passed and he 
described himself as "less than the least of all saints." In the prison 
at Rome, his life almost at an end, he said that he was "the chief of 
sinners." 

There is only one sure way of ridding oneself of pride. It is to 
keep close to Christ and take from Him day by day the gifts He 
never fails to offer: cleansing, pardon, and power. The sum of the 
whole mauer is expressed in four lines from Browning's Saul: 

And thus, looking wiLhin and around me, I ever renew 
(With that stoop of Lhe soul which in bending 

upraises it too), 
The submission of man's nothing-perfect to God's 

all -complete, 
As by each new obeisance in spirit, I climb to His feet. 

NOTES 
1 From ·•The Newer Vainglory," quoted in Masterf1ieces of Religious Verse, 

J. D. Morrison, ed. (New York: Harper & Row, 1948), p. g97_ Used by permission 
of Burns, Oales & Washbourne, Ltd. and the Executors of Alice Meynell. 

2 Katherine Mansfield, Journal (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 19~6), p. 198. 



THE ROLE OF THE CONCEPT OF' SIN IN PSYCHOTHERAPY· I. SOME 
- ~ONSTRUCTIVE FEATURES OFTHE CONCEPT OF SIN* --- - ---- -- -

0. Ho bnrt Mowrer 
University of Illinois 

In some wr:ys it is perhc1.ps not surprising th[: t He are 

assembled here today to explore the question of whether real 

guilt, or sin, is relevc1nt to the problem of psychopathology 

and psychotherapy. :7or half a century now we psycholo.;ists, 

as a profession, have very la.r r;ely followe( the Freudian 

doctrine th~t humen beings become emotionally disturbed, not 

because of their having done anything palpably wrong, but 

because they insteed lack insight. Therefore, as would-be 

therapists we have set out to opnose the forces of repression 

ancl. to work for understanding. And what is this understanding, 

or insi t;ht, which Ne so highly prize? It is the discovery 

that the patient or client has been, in effect, !.2£ good; 

the,t he he.s within him i mpulses, especially those or" lust and 

hostility, which he has been quite unnecessarily inhibiting. 

imd herlth, we tell him, lies in the direction o:i.~ recognizing 

and expressing these impulses. 

But there are now widesprerd and, indeed, ominous signs 

thc'.t this logic E'nd the pract.ic, l str.2tegies it seems to 

demand rre ill-founded. The situ2tion is, in f Qct, so grave 

thc: t, as our presence here todFy su6gests, we are even willing 

to consider the possibility that misconduct may, after all, 

hr.ve something to do with the mc:-.tter and thc:,t the doctrine 

of repression and insi:_;ht are more mislef'din:; than helpful. 

>~Prepared for a symposium to be held at the meeting 
of the American ·Psychological Association in Cincinnati, 
Ohio, September, 1959. 
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Hov1ever, as soon :: s we psycholo~~ ists r;et into a dis

cussion of this problem, we find th.;-t our confusion is even 

more fundrmental than might r,t first ap!)e['r. 1'le find that 

not only h2ve we disavouecl the connection bet'.1een mr.ni.i.~est 

misconduct 2..nd psychopetholo · ·y; we hc:ve, , lso, very 1.:-rcely 

abf'ndoned belief in right and wron0 , virtue and sin, in 

,1T,ener2.l. 

nn other occasions when I h,ve seen this issue under 

deb~te e.ncl c.nyone ht s proposel: that soc~[ 1 deviousness is 

c~usal in psychopathology, there is alwE'.ys a chorus of voices · 

who clrmor th2.t sin Cc-"'nnot be defined, thrt it is culturl'lly 

relative, that it is an unscientific concept, th~t it is a 

superstition--and therefore not to be taken seriously, either 

in psychope.thology or in ore' inary, everydey e;::perience. And 

whenever en attempt is m['de to 2.nswer these objections, there 

f're 2..lways further objections--often in the form of reductions 

to absurdity--which involve naivity or sophistry thc:.t would 

ill-become a schoolboy. Historic:lly, in both literate and 

non-literate societies, humE-n bein0s r re sup!;osed to he.ve 

rec:-.ched the age of discretion by early E'.dolescence; yet here 

1·Ie hrve the spect['cle of grown men and uomen soberly insisting 

thc1t, in effect, they cennot tell riGht from wrong--c1nd thr.t 

no.one else cc'n. 

Nett I realize as \'Tell [ · s anyone hou futile it is to try 

to deel ,-;ith this kind of ~ttitude in a purely rational or 
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logical wr-y. The subversive doctrine that we crn have the 

benefits of orderly socif'l li/ e without pr-.yinG for it, through 

certain restraints end s2crifices, is too allurin0 to be 

counter.~ cted by mere rer-.son. The re.:-1 answer, I believe, 

lies alon[.; diff erent lines. The una.ssail&ble, brute fccct is 

thi'.'.t personc1lity disorder is the most pervrsive and beffling 

problem of our time; end if it should turn out that persons 

so afflicted regulc1rly display (or rather hide) a life of too 

little, rather then too much, more.l restraint and sel.f

discipline, the problem would t,ke on an empiricrl urgency 

that would re :-i_uire no fine-spun 2rgument. 

Sin used to be--and, in some 0uarters, still is--defined 

as whe.tever one does thrt puts him in d~nger of going to Hell. 

Here we.s .--n assumed cause-and-effect rel2.tionship thc:-t was 

completely mete.physice.l and empiric.s.lly unverifiable; and it 

is small wonder thPt it h2s f.?llen into disrepute as the 

scientific outlook 2nd method have stec:;dily gained in accept

ance and mc1nifest pmier. But there is a very tangible and 

very present Hell-on-this-e,~rth which science hns not yet 

helped us understand very well; c?.nd so I invite your attention 

to the neglected but very re2l possibility th2t it is this 

Hell--the Hell of neurosis and psychosis--to uhich sin and 

11.nexpiated c;uilt lead us and th2t it is this Mell thc:t gives 

us~ of the most, perhaps the most rerlistic and bc>sic cri

teria for defining sin :'nd guilt. If it proves empirically 

true thr-t certain forms of conduct characteristice.lly lead 
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humPn beings into et1ot ion~l instability , what better or 

.firmer basis would one ·wish for l a be ling such conduct e.S 

de st r u ct iv e , self -defeating , evil , sinful? (-t~~ '\O ~i::>"" <-' Y' ..,__, ) ) 
If the Freudi~n theory of personality disorder were 

valid, one would ex pect neurotic ~nc~ psychotic individw::ls 

to have le~d exemplr ry, yea saintly lives--to h~ve been just 

too good for this world. The f c1. ct is, of course, thc:t such 

indi vidu~ls typic c1 lly exhibit lives that h ;;i.ve been disorderly 

~md dishonest in extreme de r:ree. In fr ct, this is so regul~rly 

the crse thc,t one cr nnot but wonder hm: so cont r ary a doctrine 

as that of Freud ever gained credence. ::'reud spurned The \!Tish 

and exalted Reality. 11hat he regcr ded os n ee. lity may yet 

prove to h2ve been the biggest piece of wishfulness of all. 

Or, it mey be a sked, how is it i f sin and psychic suffer

inr; are correlated thF~t not all who sin fe.11 into neurosis or 

psychosis? Here t he findinc s oi the t insey studies are likely 

to be cited, showin~; th2.t, for exc::.mple, many persons have a 

history of sexual perversity who are lat er quite normal. In 

other words, the argument is th~t since sin and persistent 

su.ff erinc do not olways go hand-in-hcnd, there is perhaps no 

relcttionship at ~11. The answer to this question is surely 

obvious. Some i ndividucls, 2las, simply do not he.Ve enough 

char?cter, or conscience, to be bothered by their sins. These 

are, of course, t he world's psychopaths. Or an individual 

m~y h, ve been crught in his sin ~nd punished for it. Or it 

m~y ha ve weighed so he , vily on his conscience that he hir.isel:f 
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has confessed it and made ~ppropriate expi,tion. Or, quite 

conceiva.bly, in some instances the individual, without either 

detection or confession, r.1ey hLve set upon a progr E"m of 

service and good works which hes also brought him peace and 

redemption. In ot her 1-.•ords, there is, surely, no disposition 

on the p~rt of anyone to hold th~t sin, as such, necessarily 

dooms a person to interminable suffering in the form of 

ne t1rosis or psychosis. The presumption is re.ther that sin 

h.? s this ef fect only ':.·here it is acutely felt Jut not acknowl

edr,ed and corrected. 

Also, it is sometimes contended thr t individuals who 

eventually come to the £ttention of psychotherapists h2ve, to 

be sure, been guilty of mc- jor errors of conduct; but, it is 

held, the illness was present first and the misconduct was 

reelly just an expression or symptom thereof . If this were 

true, where then ·1:1ould be drn·m the line" Is there no such 

thins ~s mor~l responsibility and socir l accountability et 

all? Is every mec?n or vicious thin.=; thi. .t you or I, r.s ordi

nF-ry iricli vic~uals, do not sin but rather an expression of 

:' illness 1' ? nho would seriously hold th.:t r. society could 

lon::-; endure which consistently subscribed to this flacid 

doctrine? 

Then there is, of course, the vietl thct, in the final 

analysist all psychopathology--or et le[ st its profounder 

forms--have a constitutional or metabolic basis. One must, 

I believe, remain open-minded with respect to this possibility-- \ 
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indeed, perhaps e-.-en some' .. 'het hopeful with respect to it; 

for how mrrvelous it would be if ell the world's mcdness, 

stupidity, end me,nness could be elimin~ted throu0h biochem

istry. But over the years \·re h~:ve seen one E:pproach £.fter 

r-nother of this kind come into prominence, v.,i th much here.lding 

as the lons-~w2ited break-through on the problem of ment£1 

diseese, only to f.:-de out as mE'ni:i.'estly not the panr.cea we 

hc:.d ime.gined it to be. :;;ome of us may, at this point, even 

suspect th2t todry the main incentive for keepins the bio

chemical hypothesis c.li ve is not so much the supportinb empir

ical evidence, which is meager enough, but instet,d the fact 

thet it et leFst obliquely justifies the premise thct the whole 

field oi mental disorc'i.er is the proper end exclusive dom['.in 

of medicine. Also, an<l. <- ,;ain someHhc,t obliquely, it excuses 

the clergy from f2cinG squarely the responsibilities that 

would devolve amonG them if neurosis and psychosis should 

inc1eed turn out to be essenticlly more.l disorders. 

The conception of personality disturbc>nce which attaches 

major etiolo:3ical significe.nce to moral and interpersonal 

considerations thus faces .L'ormida.ble resistance, from many 

sources; but pro~rams of trectment 2nd prevention v1hich have 

been predicrted on these other views have sot ten us no1-:here, 

and there is no clear reason to think they ever will. 

'!.'herefore, in lir;ht of the totc>l situe_tion, I see no alterna

tive but to turn ag~in to the old, pEinful, but also promising 
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possibility thrt m~n is pre-eminently soci~l creature 

(or, in theoloGic~l phrase, 2 child of God) and that he lives 

or dies, psychologicclly Qnd personelly, ~s a function of 

the openness, comr-~1°nit y, rel r tedness, and integrity uhich by 

300d action he 2tt~ins and by evil action destroys. 

As lon~ 2s 1re could believe thEt the psychoneurotic's 

basic problem was not evil but a kind of i ~norance, it did 

not seem too formidable a trsk to give him the requisite 

enli~htenment or insi~ht. But mental hospitals are now full 

of people who htve had this kind of therapy, in one guise or 

cnother, 2nd found it wrnting; 2.nd if we are thus forced to 

reconsider the other alternative, the therapeutic or redemp

tive enterprise, however clear it may be in principle, is by 

no means simple in prnctice. If the problem is genuinely one 

of morality, r [ ther then pseudo-morality, most of us in the 

secular he c.ling professions, of psycholo6y, psychiatry, or 

socirl work, find ourselves reduced to the status of laymen, 

with no special treinin~ or competence lor decling vith or 

even appro2ching the pro bleIT;. in these terms. We l~now some

thing, of course, 2bout procedures for gettint:; disturbed per

sons to tc?.lk about themselves, free-associate, lf confessn; but 

the whole r· im of this strf'tegy hrs been insight, not redemp

tion and person, l reformntion. And cler:.;ymen themselves h2ve 

so often been told, both by their own leaders 2nd by members of 

the secul2r healine prolessions, thct they must recognize their 
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own ;; limitations" rnd knm·r 1,·1hen to :: refer · thc:-t they, too, 

lack the necessary confidence rnd resources for :ealinG with 

these problems adequately. 

I~ny present-dry psychoanalysts will offer no serious 

objection to the wc:y in which classice .. l Freudicn theory and 

prnctice have been evaluated in this pc·.per; but they will 

insist thcit ma.ny · cdvc1 .. nces :, hrve been mrde since Freud's 

time and th?.t these put the ~:hole problem in 2 very different 

liB:ht. I.f we ask, Precisely whet are these adv2nces? we are 

told thc~t they h?.ve to do 1;1ith the new ernphl'sis upon ego 

psycholoe;y: rather thrn upon 1•the unconscious. i ; But what 

did Emalian Gutheil tell us at our convention last year in 

vJ2shington rbout ego psycholo :y 0 He s2 .. id thrt although 

2 .. nc:-.lysts now recor ;nize the ego rs much more important than 

formerly, they knoiv next to nothinG about the conditions for 

modifying or strengthening it; and the SQme position hes been 

voiced earlier by Lawrence Kubie (1956) and in one of his very 

last p~pers (1936) even by Freud himself. 

Therefore, I do not see hot-1 ,,,,e c cn avoid the conclusion 

th :·t at this juncture 1·1e are in E ree.l crisis with respect to 

the whole psychotherapeutic enterprise. But I do not think 

we are r,oinr.; to rem.:-- in in this crisis, confused c..·nd impotent, 

indefinitely. There is, I believe, :;rowin2: realism with 

re~Prd to the situction on the part of both psychologists and 

psychiatrists, on the one hrnd, and ministers, rabbis, c.nd 

priests, on the other; e .. nd I c'.m hopeful 2.nd even confident 
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th[ t new rnd better ~ays oZ tlealin• with the sit uation are 

in the making. 

lvhc>t, precisely, these We. ys will be I do not know; but 

I venture the i mpression t hct ;" lcoholics 1nonymous provides 

our best present intim~tion ol things to come end th~t the 

therr pentic pro1_; rams of the future, whether under religious 

or secular auspices, will, like AA, take guilt, confession, 

c1n,~ expiation seriously arn .. 1 will i nvolve programs of action 

rather than mere eroping for II insight. n 

O. H. M. 
i.pril 20, 1959 
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THE CONCEPI' OF SIN fl.ND GUILT IN PSYCHOTHERAPY 

You are all, no doubt, familiar with the perceptual figures used 

in psychology, especially to illustrate Gestalt concepts. One in 

particular that I am sure you recall, is, either, an attr2ctive young 

girl or, an extremely ugly old hag, depending on which perceptual clues 

you are focused. If, by chance, you see the old hag first, it is some

times extremely difficult to see the young girl. Alternately, if one 

has pleasantly focused on the young girl, one finds great difficulty in 

appreciating how others are reacting to the ugliness of the old hag. 

This seems to fit something of the problem of guilt and sin. Under

standably in psychotherapy we usually see the effects of these concepts 

in very ugly forms in the ways they have affected the lives of disturbed 

people. And from this focus, it is often difficult to see that these 

same concepts might have, for others, a positive and constructive value. 

Alternately, when one sees s:in and guilt in a positive psychological or 

theological context as the absence of desirable gooaness for which one 

is striving and the stimulation and urging oneself on to greater efforts 

to acquire that goodness, one is apt to have difficulty understanding 

the horror and ugliness these s.:une things, distorted usually from early 

childhood, can produce in many peoples• lives. 

I would like, therefore, to consider both aspects of this question. 

Aquinas defined vice or evil as turning completely to oneself and 

away from others, whereas virtue, as he saw it, was the consistent 

capacity to turn to others, not as rejecting or opposing oneself but 

as giving oneself in an act of love to others. Christ summed up all the 
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Commandments positively when Ho said, 11Love God r-bove nll and your 

neighbor as yourself. 11 That is to say, this is c. balanced integration 

botweon our own rights o.nd duties to ourselves and our own self-meaning 

and the rights others hnve and their meaning e's persons and our duty 

c.nd love towards them. 

Looked at in another way, sin is always a fa.iluro to love. 11Tho 

sinner, 11 S:-'.id Aquino.s, 11docs not love himself enough." That is, in not 

really l0ving and respecting h~nself adequately, ho c~ot really give 

himself as something worthwhile to others in love or to God c'l.nd ho 

docs evil to himself in place of good. 

It would, therefore, be a pctient or client distortion to make a 

state of individunl sin synonymous with worthlessness. On the contrary, 

Dnvid in the Jewish tradition ~d Poul nnd Augustine in tho Christian 

tradition could be hold up as clns]ic oxomplos of people who admitted 

to having conmittod very gr~vc sins nnd yet , as sinners, recognized their 

own worth in God 1 s forgiveness a.nd Redemption. Christ said, 11He that 

is without sin cast tho first stone 11 to the crowd around tho a.dulterous 

woman nnd no one d0.rod mid the crowd sheepishly and shmnof'ully dis

persed. Of Mary Magdnlen ho said only, "because she hr.s loved much, 

much is forgiven her. 11 In fact, the classic figure of Judas docs not 

really involve his sin as such--Peter 1s was probably as great--but 

his horrible ~nd vi0lent self-condemnation o.nd his despair. This is 

the final temptntion of sin, to refuse the possibility of being mde ... 
whole again and of being n decent arson in one's own e es worth of 

others' love and the love of God. The only basic threat 
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is the fcnr of lo,·ing c.nc:1 of being lcwed. In tho light of this, wM.t 

sins a patient or client commits ~re not the reQl issuo ~tall, but his 

wiJ.lingness to love cgain ·n.""ld to lot himself be forgiven 2nd to forgive 

himself. 

H~vin~ presented the positive n0tion of lovo--not sin--~s the real 

bosis of the contrcl Judneo-Christinn theologicol trr:dition, what then 

follows? 

We certainly must come to grips with the questions i:,fowrer hc'.s 

rQised--tho be.sic inD.dequac:r of either psycholog:{ or psycl1ictry to re

solve the essenti<'l f-cc,"r of loss th.:-t is behind every humE'.n achievement 

or purpose. 1•;e must face too, thct while there is not nn intrinsic 

tendency towards evil in mnn, there is cY. tendency townrds disorderz. 

D. lncl:: of eJ:pectecJ. integr£'.tion between what c. mnn knows and is convinced 

he should do and what he actually docs . P~ul stoted it thus, 11'I'he good 

I would I do not, and the evil I uould not, th2.t I do. 11 That is, insight 

alone is certainly not enough 1 2s Howrer h2s emphasized. Rci.nk, we lmow, 

soon s::>w this nnd :i.nsistcd, controry to Freud, thnt when ..,eople changed, 

they changed not becouse someone grvo them insights but because they 

a.c0uired 2. vrhole new view of themsel vcs in the therapeutic experience 

of feeljng <'.Ild willinf. This c>w2roness ho.s he.d very signifi.c2nt results 

not only in Psychoanalysis itself, but in social work practice and 

especi?,lly in the increo.sing r sychothorapoutic reset'.rch Gtnd skill, 

pnrticulo.rly under tho title of Client-Oentered therapy. 



Such concepts would definitely relate to a value scheme of very 

ancient Judaeo-Greek-Christian origin. This is quite a different view 

of morality and values, than the Kantian cntegoriccl imperatives and 

Rousseauinn simple insights and goodness, withmich our most recent 

ethical concepts have been so heavily influenced. 

But we must meet too, Ellis 1 equally cogent points, particularly 

his stress on the horrible self-condermation that sin and guilt so often 

produce as we wi tncss them }n, the~r distortions in the psycho-therapeutic 
CUAul~~ 

interview. If sin is not really the/\issue--we are in fact ull sinners 

in some form or other-but this violent self-condemnation and rejection, 

under the guise of a distorted notion of sin and guilt, something must 

be done to help change this. 

Certainly, as Mowrer sugP'ests, more intelJ.igent cooperation nnd 

mutual understmiding and respect must develop between tho mGturely 

trained clergy and tho psycholoricnl nnd psychiatric professions. Serious 

thought must be given too, to those f:1.ctors which ca.use this distorted 

view of sin nnc1_ guilt to be prcv:1lent. We need to face rnore openly the 

der;rce to which this gravely affects !nont~l illness. 

Lvst sprinc I had the opportunity to participate 
'<... 

representative 

people gnthered to discuss the place of roligi0us education in the 

training of psychia.trists. There wns much agreement on the idea that 

in 

some basic religious aw~rcnesses were necessary for the psychiatrist--

and this would, I believe, anply equally to the psychologist, social 

worker, etc.--so that he could distinguish between his patient's 

religious distortions nnd confusions, 2nd the actual theological doctrines 
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which the patient's religion really teaches. A nU1nber of the people 

in the group--among them psychiatrists 2..11d psychologists--maintained 

that the clergy as a whole, w.i.th all their limitations, probably lmew 

more about what the psychiatrist and psychologist was doing than those 

professions understood of the religious backgrounds of their patients 

or clients. 

Be that as it may, we surely need much more mature r eligious and 

theological presentation particularly on a university and professional 

training level, He must bring together adequately prepared people 

in psychology, psychiatry and theolocr and examine, as we are doing 

here, some of tho complex problems which these inter-relationships in

evitably involve. Finally, perhaps, this kind of mature and informed 

interchange must become a consistent part of all our professional 

training--clergy, psychology and psychiatry. 

There is another way, however, of considering this question. We 

are all fa.-n:i.liar ·with the child who is, by a strange and rare exceptio.::., _.,. 
of nature, born w.i.thout any reaction to pain. We know that he is 

tragically handicapped because he has no capacity to f eel the warnings 

of pain and t.hus to_ avoid or recoil from, or at least to face, situations 

that are physically very dangerous or injurious to him, 

In something of the same way sin and guilt can be looked at in 

themselves in a positive light even if they are not the main point of 

the Judaeo-Christian theological tradition--even if the main point of 

that tradition is love. They warn us of the dangers to ourselves, they 

alert us to issues we must face when we wish to avoid facing them. But 

like pain--while not desirable in themselves or in excess--we would be 
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scri'"'usly handiceppcd vrlthout some warning and alertinr signals in our 

nsychicnl, spiritual life. This does not moc1.n th::it we seek guilt and 

sin and advC'cate them in tl10msclves. No--no more thnn we seek not to 

increase pain butt~ remove it. Yet we hQve nnly ultimately done grave 

harm to a petient if b druas or neurosur e we have removed his feel-

ing of pcin without in any way removing the causes of this pain. He is 

all the more fravely hnndicapped end his cure can be all the more 

difficult for him bcc~use he has been led to think that. feelinr no 

·pain, he is actually well, when, as a matter of horrible f~ct he still 

h2.s c1.ll the symptoms and wenlmosses of 2. serious disease. 

C0nsequently, in the light of this function of the feeling of sin 

nnd guilt as alortinr. mnn psychologically and spiritu~lly, I wonder if 

nnything would be accomplished by chc1nr'.inc names. 11A rose--and sin-

by any other name 11 would both come out to be the same thing after all. 

They seem in fact intrinsically bound up vtlth both man's freedom and 

his responsibility. Rank pointed-this out, in the following quotation: 

Free will belongs to the idea of euilt or sin as inevita
bly as day to night nnd even if there were n0ne of the numerous 
prcofs for the inner freedom of the consci~us will, the fact 
of human conscinusness of ruilt alone would be sufficient to 
prove the freedom of the will ns we understnnd it psychologiw 
cally beyond a doubt. l-Je say o. man reacts~ if he were guilty, 
but. if he reacts so it is because he is guilty psychologically 
but feels himself responsible, consequently no psychoanalysis 
can re1ieve him of this guilt feeline; by any reference to 
complexes however nrchaic. ( ) 

Lonked at in this way, it would seC'm that--however desirable it 

might or might not be--we cannot sepnr2te feeling of guilt and sin from 

the whole psych~logical process of personal and social reasoned responsi

bility. We only wenken the person psychologically otherwise. 

In the last century or so, vs a result of what seams to me to have 

.... 
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been a Cartesian, Rousseauian and especially Kantian philosophical 

influence, we have tried to separate m0ral responsibility from reasoned 

self-understanding and awareness. Conscience was reduced to a kind of 

bundle of Kantian categorical imper atives coming from outside, from 

one's parents, family, and what is now even more threatening, from 

the state itself. Now, while no doubt all these things ini"'luence a 

person most deeply, yet it is bec0ming evident that the therapy process 

itself--no matter how it is brought about--is a process of rational 

self-awareness and personal responsibility. 

The therapeutic process itself is a movement from a negative 

irresponsibility for oneself to the facing and changing one's actions 

toward oneself and others. This in fact means a change in the perception 

of one's obligations and duties and one's positive capacity and willing

ness to fulfill them. We seethis suggested in the following interview 

excerpt of a woman who has extric~ted herself from the miseries of a 

sexual infatuation • 

••• but when you stop and think of what could have happened 
why you see things different. (Long Pause) ••• but I know 
even now, just by not seeing John, I'm better physically and 
spiritually too. 

It is evident here again in this excerpt from another therapist of 

a man now out of a series of peccadillo affairs • 

••• I think, amon6 other things that have transpired here, 
you have through your subtle processes stimulated by conscience 
gland. (Laughs) Before I was a free agent. But now it is 
pleasant to think that before I wasn't immoral, but certainly 
amoral, and now I feel that I would like to be a moral person. 
There is overall a sort of healthy resolve on rrry part. I think 
it's healthy to walk in the paths of righteousness without 
being dramatic about it, simply because I can find life more 
worth living. 
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It was this ty0e of awareness of a change in the center source of 

responsibility that caused Rogers to say in his APA Presidential Address 

in 19L7 ( ), 

If we take the remaining pro?osition that the self, under 
proper conditions, is capable of recognizing, t o some extent, 
its olm perceptual field, and of thus altering behavior, this 
too seems to raise disturbing questions •••• We discover within 
the person, under certain ccmditions, a capacity for the re
structuring and the reorganization of self, and consequently 
the r eorganization of behavior, which has profound social 
implications. We see these observations, and the theoretical 
formulations which they inspire as a fruitful new approach 
for study and research in various fields of psychology. 

Sin and guilt are, in the Judaeo-Christian tradition, also the re

sult of conscience. We see this in David, in Paul, in Augustine. But 

it is an entirely different conception of conscience than the Kantian 

blind and often unreasonable categorical imperative. 

Conscience, says Aquinas, according to the very nature of 
the word, imples the relation of knowledge to something: for 
conscience may be resolved into cum alio scientia, i.e., 
knowledge applied to an individual c"ase: But the application 
of knowledge to something, is done by some act. Wherefore 
from this explanation of the name it is clear that conscience 
is an act ••• ( ) 

A recent theologian explaining this has said: 

Conscience is the intellectual consciousness or reasoned 
awareness of right or wrong in a situation here and now to 
be judged •••• It is the same cold reason with which we work 
out a problem in mathematics,--only, to be entitled to the 
name conscience, it must be engaged upon issues of right and 
wrong, good and bad, and not upon mathematical quantities. 
The judgment of conscience is always reasoned judgment. ( ) 

In this light one major aspect of counseling psychotherapy is the 

furthering of this movement of conscience to a constructive and practi

cal outcome .. 

Counseling can aid in this process because, as the person mirrors 
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himself and slowly see all the factors that enter into a given series 

of actions, he grows more able to work out in detail the immediate means 

to carry out a reasonable solution. This seems to be the basic differ

ence before and after counseling. Before counseling the individual 

may and usually does consider himself !Plilty of an unreasonable series 

of actions. Sometimes, this feeling of guilt is excessive. In this 

case he must, and often does, slowly correct this excessive self-blame 

as he comes to a more adequate understanding of himself, his past 

influences and what he has done. But counseling, as in the two excerpts 

cited, does not always do away with guilt. The person may still feel 

his acts are truly wrong. But, in the beginning, while he recognizes 

the wrongness of his actions, he is glued to the innnediote needs which 

are desirable and attractive. He feels himself unable to do without 

the things vlhich fulfill these needs. Through counseling, he is able 

to see that, while these immediate needs arc pleasurable, they are 

ultimately unhappy and dissatisfying. Moreover, he can now relate 

other factors which, in his focus on those immediate pleasures, he pre

viously avoided considering. As he begins to act on these new insights, 

he finds that they bring him greater permanent happiness and self

approval. This in turn further stimulates him to follow his reasonable 

judgments. 

But, unless a person makes a conscious effort to reach out and 

grasp all the integrated factors that enter into a situation, he may find 

himself led quickly by a Particular emotion to seek an immediate good 

whicr,while temporarily satisfying, is at variance with the integration 

of the whole good which he is seeking. It will, therefore, lead him 
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away from his real purpose. He is responsible for having failed to 

make the integrated effort since he had the basic ability of such inte

gration. Consequently, it is not entirely an excuse for the person 

swept along biJ his emotions to say he could not help it. In many 

instances he actually could have controlled these impulses, provided 

he took the necessary means of impersonalizing the relationship to the 

situetion, particularily through the aid of a skilled counselor. He 

would then be more able to objectify and see all the fnctors which 

enter into his practical choices. As long as he fails to do this, he 

may be quickly conditioned by emotional tones such as hostility, threat, 

or anger which particular persons, places or things have for him. These 

emotions may be so strong that, unless an intense effort to prevent it 

is made, he will find himself swept along into a path of conduct which 

is unreasonable and in the long run solves nothing. He is still capable 

afbroc:rlening his perceptions by reasonable analysis so that he cen com

bat this tendenCJr to immedicate reactions and precipitant judgments. 

He can slowly learn to take solutions which include much greater inte

gration of the various factors which enter into his problem. We see 

this taking place as we compare the early interview excerpts in which 

these attitudes become related together and form themselves into 

integrated unified solutions. These, in turn, give a realistic and 

accurate evaluation of the complex aspects of the personal problems 

presented. 

It is difficult to know where responsibility lies in cases of this 

sort. Objectively, we can consider any unreasonable act morally wrong. 

We cannot, however, always make the person pzrforming that act complete-
.I 
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ly responsible since, in particular instances his responsibility may 

be diminished either from lack of knowledge, ~hich could be considered 

invincible (that is, which he had no opportunity or obligation to 

acquire) or by the degree to which his emotions made him incapable of 

acting reasonably at that time. 

A person's conscience (as a function of his own reasoning) can 

witness and retain evidence of past unreasonable conduct as well as 

give approval or disapproval to present actions and serve as a guide to 

the future. In this sense, if we were to do away with conscience-

that is, the person's capacity to make a reasonable judgment about his 

conduct--wc would do away with one of the main forces for therapy. 

But, in a special sense, we could say that theological sin, as 

distinct from sin nnd guilt generally considered, implies some, at 

least implicit, acceptance of end relation to a Supreme Being. In ·this 

sense sin is not only against ourselves and/or our neighbor, but thaJ: 

sarne sin being against ourselves and/or our neighbor is also against 

God. 

But here too, sin and guilt cannot be separated from love. 11 God 

is love, 11 says John the Evangelist in the New Testa.i-nent, 11 and he who 

dwells in love, dwells in God and Goel dwells in him. 11 Sin is therefore 

in some nay an impediment to this love between God and man much like 

the insensitive, inconsiderate and selfish person withdraws and prevents 

the love of others from reaching him. Consequently the sinner by his 

sin, hurts essentially himself in his love rele.tionship with God. A 

line in the Psalms says, 11He who corrrrnits sin is the enemy of his own -soul." 
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This idea that sin is ultimately against God, has profound impli

cations for another important point Ellis raiscs--using sin as a reason 

for condemning others as worthless and inferior. Psychologically we 

lmow this is most often, if not always, a compensationism for refusing 

to face one 1s own guilt a.~d sense of sin and c vicarious satisfaction 

through trying to make someone else n1ore sinful. This reveals the pro

found psychological subtlet.y in Christ 1s warning, 11 Judge not, that you 

be not judged." This kind of condemning and ma.king others worthless, 

is not only psychologically vicious and unsound but it is directly 

against the core concept of the Judaco-Christian tradition. This tra

dition is one of sincere and realistic humility before God in the face 

of another's sin and the intense self-awareness that, , 
speaking of a sin of another, "There but for the grace of God, go I. 11 
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Let me begin my contribution to this Symposium by 
listing my points of agreement with Hobart Mowrer's lucid and 
challenging presentation. I heartily agree with Hobart that 
sychothera must largely be concerned with the patient's sense 

o morality or wrong 01ng; at c ass1ca reu 1anism is mista en 
in its implication that giving an individual insight into or un
derstanding of his immoral or antisocial behavior will usually 
suffice to enable him to change that behavior; that if any Hell 
exists for human beings it is the Hell of neurosis and psychosis; 
that man is preeminently a social creature who psychologically 
mai~s himself to the degree that he needlessly harms others; that 
the only basic solution to the problem of emotional disturbance 
is the correction or cessation of the disturbed person's immoral 
actions; and that the effective psycho-therapist must not only 
give his patient insight into the origins of his mistaken and 
self-defeating behavior but must also provide him with a highly 
active program of working at the eradication of this behavior. 

In the main, then, it would appear that I am in close 
agreement with Hobart Mowrer's concepts of sin and psychotherapy. 
Paradoxically enough, however, this is not quite true: since I 
shall now stoutly uphold the thesis that there is no place what-

.ever for the concept of sin in psychotherapy and that to intro
duce this concept in any manner, shape, or form is highly perni
cious and anti-therapeutic. I shall contend, in other words, 
that no human bein should ever be blamed for an thing he does; 
and it 1s the thera is s main and most im ortan o 

1s pa 1e so ing 
, others, or fate and the universe. 
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My pronounced differences with all those who would ad
vocate making patients more guilty than they are, in order pre
sumably to get them to change their antisocial and self-defeating 
conduct, can perhaps best be demonstrated by my insistence on a 
more precise and reasonably operational definition of the term 
"sin" and 11 guilt" than is usually given by those who uphold this 
concept. In their recent Comprehensive Dictionary of Psycholo
gical and Psychoanalytical Terms, English and English (1958) 
give a psycholog:CC-al definition of 11 s1n11 as follows: "Conduct 
that violates what the offender believes to be a supernaturally 
ordained mor2.l code. 11 They define a 11 sense of guilt" in this 
wise: 11 Realiza ion that ' one has violated ethical or moral or 
~eligious principles. together with a regre ul fee bg o es
sened personal worth on that account. 11 English and English do 
not give any definition of 11 blame 11 but Webster 1 s New World Dic
tionary defines it as 11 1. a blaming; accusation; condemnation; 
censure. 2. responsibility for a fault or wrong. 11 

The beauty of these definitions, if one pays close at
tention to them, is that they include the two prime requisites 
for the individual 1 s feeling a sense of sin,-or guilt, or self
blame: (a) I have done the wrong thing and am responsible for 
doing it; and (b) I am a blackguard, a sinner, a no-goodnik, a 
valueless person, a louse for having done this wrong deed. Thi~ 
as I have shown my patients for the last several years, and as I 
have briefly noted in several of my recent papers on rational 
psychotherapy (Ellis, 1957, 1958, 1959), is the double-headed es
sence of the feeling of sin, guilt, and self-blame: not merely 
the fact that the individual has made a mistake, an error, or a 
wrong move (which we may objectively call 11 wrongdoing 11

) but the 
highly insidious, and I am convinced quite erroneous, belief or 
assumption that he is worthless, no good, valueless as a person 
for having done wrong. 

I fully accept, then, Hobart Mowrer's implication that 
there · thing as human wrongdoing or immoral behavior. 
I do not, as a psycho og s and a member in goo saning oft he 
American Sociological Society and the American Anthropological 
Association, believe that we can have any absolute, final, or 
God-given standards of morals or ethics. But I do believe that, 
as me~bP.rs of a social community, we must have some standards of 
right and wrong. My oNn feeling is that these standards are beE 
based on what I ca long-range or socialized hedunism--that 1.s, 

e hilos u r1mar 
satisfac tions while time ne 

ach ieve one's own ~~-0= -=---=e.:..:...-=.:.:.;=...:;:-. e·~-t-,,...,._~ quent-
Ttt-,.,~~.,..,.,....-nin-.,.,,,ffioe:n"'T1~~e~ ra ati n for future gains and by 
eing ~our eous o and considerate of others, so tha 'i'ey'7Jill 

not sabotage one 1 s own ends. I am also, however, ready to ac-=
cept almost any other rationaI1y planned, majority-approved stan
dard of morality that is not arbitrarily imposed by an authori-
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tarian clique of actual men or assumed gods. 

With Mowrer and almost all ethicists and religionists, 
then, I accept the fact that some standard of morality is nec
essary as long as humans live in social groups. But I still 
completely reject the notion that such a standard is only or best 
sustained by inculcating in individuals a sense of sin or guilt. 
I hold, on the contrary, that the more sinful and guilty a per
son tends to feel, the less chance there is that he will be a 
happy, healthy, or law-abiding citizen. 

The problem of all human morality, it must never be 
forgotten, is not the problem of appeasing some hypothetical 
deity or punishing the individual for his supposed sins. It is 
the very simple problem, which a concept of sin and atonement 
invariably obfuscates, of teaching a person (a) not to commit an 
antisocial act 1n the first place and (b) if he does happen to 
commit it, not to repeat it in the second, third, and ultimate 
place. This problem, I contend, can only consistently and fully 
be solved if the potential or actual wrongdoer has the philosophy 
of life epitomized by the internalized sentences: (a} If I do 
this act it will be wrong; and (b) Therefore, how do I not do 
this act? Or: (a) This deed I have committed is wrong.~rone
ous, and mistaken; (b} now how do I~ commit it again? 

If, most objectively, and without any sense of self
blame, self-censure, or self-guilt, any human being would thor
oughly believe in and continually internalize these sentences, 
I think it would be almost impossible for him to commit or keep 
committing immoral acts. If, however, he does not have this ob
jective philosophy of wrongdoing, I do not see how it is possible 
for him to prevent himself from being immoral, on the one hand, 
or for him to be moral and emotionally healthy on the other hand. 
For the main alternatives to the objective philosophy of non
blaming morality which I have just outlined are the following: 

1. The individual can say to himself: (a) If I ' do this 
act it will be wrong; and (b) If I do this wrong act, I will be 
a sinner, a blackguard, a louse. If this is what the individual 
says to himself, and firmly believes, he will then perhaps be 
moral in his behavior, but only at the expense of having severe 
feelings of worthlessness--of being a sinner. But such feelings 
of worthlessness, I submit, are the essence of human disturbance. 
So, at best, we have a moral-rridividual who keeps himself so only 
by feeling worthless. And since none of us of course are angels, 
and all must at some time make mistakes and commit immoral acts, 
we actually have a moral individual who hates himself--or, as 
Mowrer might well put it, if he were more precise about what a 
sense of sin actually is and what it does to human beings, an 
individual who is in the Hell of neurosis or psychosis. 
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2. The self-blaming or guilty individual can say to 
himself, as I contend that most of the time he does say, (a) If 
I do this act it will be wrong; and (b) If I am wrong I will be 
a sinner. And then, quite logically taking off from this wholly 
irrational and groundless conclusion, he will obsessively-com
pulsively keep saying to himself, as I have seen patient after 
patient say, "Oh, what a terrible sinner, I will be (or already 
am); Oh, what a louse! Oh, what a terrible person! Oh, how I 
deserve to be punished." And so on, and so forth. In saying 
this nonsense, in equating his potential or actual act of wrong
doing, with a concomitant feeling of utter worthlessness, this 
individual will then never be able to focus on the simple ques
tion "How do I not do this wrong act? or How do I not repeat 
doing it now that I have done it~" He will, instead, keep fo
cusing senselessly on 11 What a horrible sinner, what a blackguard 
I am! 11 Which means, in most instances, that he will, ironically 
enough, actually be diverted into doing the wrong act or repeat
ing it if he has already done it. His sense of sin will liter
ally drive him away from not doing wrong and toward doing it. 
Or, in other words, he wirr-become a compulsive wrongdoer. 

3. The self-blaming person or individual with a pro
nounced sense of sin may say to himself (a) If I do this act it 
will be wrong; and (b) If I am wrong I am a worthless sinner. 
Then,being no angel and being impelled, at times, to commit the 
wrong deed, and being prepared to condemn himself mercilessly 
(because of his sense of sin) for his deeds, he will either re
fuse to admit that he has done the wrong thing or admit that he 
has done it but insist that it is not wrong. That is to say, the 
wrongdoer who has an acute sense of sin will either repress his 
thoughts about his wrongdoing or psychopathically insist that he 
is right and the world is wrong. 

Any way one looks at the problem of morality, therefore, 
the individual who sanely starts out by saying (a) It is wrong to 
do this act and then who insanely continues (b) I am a sinner or 
a blackguard for doing this act (or for even thinking about doing 
it) can only be expected to achieve one or more of four very un
fortunate results: (1) a deepseated feeling of personal worthless
ness; (2) an obsessive-compulsive occupation with and possible 
performance of the wrong act for which he is blaming himself; 
(3) denial or repression of the fact that his immoral act was 
actually committed by him; and (4) psychopathic insistence that 
the act was committed but was not really wrong. 

To make matters infinitely worse, the individual who has 
a sense of sin, guilt, or self-blame inevitably cannot help blam
ing others for their potential or actual wrongdoings--in which 
case he becomes angry or hostile to these others; and he cannot 
help blaming fate, circumstances, or the universe for wrongly 
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or unjustly frustrating him in the attainment of many of his de
sires--in which case he becomes self-pitying and angry at the world. 
In the final analysis, then, blaming, in all its insidious ramifica
tions, is the essence of virtually all emotional disturbance; and, 
as I tell my patients on many occasions, if I can induce them never, 
under any circumstances, to blame or punish anyone, including and 
especially themselves, for anything, it will be virtually impossible 
for them ever to become seriously upset. 

There are several other reasons why, invariably, giving 
an individual a sense of sin, or of self-worthlessness in connection 
with his wrongdoing, will not make for either less human immorality 
or greater happiness or mental health, but I shall briefly mention 
them here, since I am quickly running out of space. For one thing, 
guilt and self-blame induce the individual to bow nauseatingly low 
to some arbitrary external authority, which in the last analysis is 
always some hypothetical deity; and such worship renders him propor
tionately less self-sufficient and self-confident. Secondly, the 
concept of guilt inevitably leads to the unsupportable sister con
cept of self-sacrifice for and dependency on others--which is the 
antithesis of true mental health. Thirdly, guilty individuals tend 
to focus incessantly on past delinquencies and crimes rather than on 
present and future constructive behavior. Fourthly, it is psycho
physically impossible for a person to focus adequately on changing 
his moral actions for the better when he is obsessively focused upon 
blaming himself for his past and present misdeeds. Fifthly, the 
states of anxiety created in an individual by his self-blaming ten
dencies induce concomitant breakdown states in which he cannot think 
clearly of anything, least of all constructive changes in himself. 

Although I still agree heartily with Hobart Mowrer that 
the healthy and happy human being should have a clearcut sense of 
wrongdoing, and that he should not only try to understand the origin 
of his antisocial behavior but do something effective to become more 
morally oriented, I contend that giving anyone a sense of sin, guilt, 
or self-blame is the worst possible way to help him be an emotion
ally sound and adequately socialized individual. As psychotherapists, 
by all means let us show our patents that (a) they have often acted 
wrongly, badly, and self-defeatingly by their antisocial actions; 
but that (b) that is no reason why they should feel sinful or guilty 
or self-blaming aboutthe actions for which they may well have been 
responsible. Instead, we must help these patients temporarily to 
accept themselves as wrongdoers, acknowledge fully their responsibil
ity for their acts, and then focus intently in their internalized 
sentences and their overt activities, on the only real problem at 
hand--which is: How do I not repeat this wrong deed next time? 

If, in this thoroughly objective, non-guilty manner, we 
can teach our patients (as well as the billions of people in the 
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world who, for better or worse, will never become patients) that 
even though human beings can be held quite accountable or respon
sible for their misdeeds, no one is ever to blame for anything, 
human morality, I am sure, will be significantly improved and for 
the first time in history civilized people will have a real pos
sibility of achieving sound mental health. The concept of sin is 
the direct and indirect cause of virtually all neurotic disturb
ance. The sooner psychotherapists forthrightly begin to attack it 
the better their patients will be. 
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e Worbs 
for Woba 

PSALM 19: 12-' 'Who can understand his errors? 
Cleanse Thou m from secret faults.,, 

• • • 
This verse specially appeals to me because it 

uggests a prayer we all need to offer. Self-ignor
ance is sq common, genuine self-know ledge so rare. 
H re is a man bewildered by the mystery of his own 
being. He has somehow become aware that there are 
regions of his personality which he has never -ex
plored. There are force at work within him which 
hav never been brought under conscious control. 
He has "secret faults/' by which we are to under
stand, not faults well-known to himself and care
fully screened from others, but faults of which he 
himself is abysmally ignorant. This man has dis
cov red ihat he does not properly or -adequately 

now himself, yet the little that he does know is 
sufficient to fill him with misgiving and apprehen
s·on. This man is veryman. The question he raises 
we 11 do well to raise. The prayer he offers should 
be uni versa! prayer. 

Dr. Robert J. McCracken 
Riverside Church 

ew York City 
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.From faraway Bombay, where we now nave 
a temple e y recent HUC-JIR graduate Hugo Gryn, comes a story about 
Gryn's explaining to a group of youngsters the meaning of atonement and 
concluding with the query, "Now children, what do we have to do to atone?" / 
and gettin a chirping reply 11First rabbi I guess we have to sin."... . 
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Dr. Elie A. Cohen, a Dutch ph s-
ician \\ho "~as for three years a 
prisoner in Ausch,vi z and ho lost 
e er member of his famil at the 
hands of the azis has written a I 
remarkable book 'Human Beha-

iour in :ie Concentrati n Camp i 
published orton o 1ember j 
19th. Dr. Cohen achie ement, 1 

notable. for i .s c mple e avoidan e1 
f emoti nal bia , is · a. detailed . 

deseriptiun of life in the eoncen- l .. 

ra i n ca1np and · a p ychological 
tud., explaining how the prisoners 

acted ahd why they, and their · 
jailers, acted as they did. The · 
American edition of his book con
tains an introduction by Dr. Carl 
Binger. 

• • • 
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/ What We've Learned 
From Our Philosophers 

While I am saddened that those great 
minds at the World Philosophy Congre s 
could not respond effectively to the ques
tion "What have we learned from philoso-
phy in the 20th century?' I am depressed 
by the manner in which Jim Holt reported 
th · · · (:'Quizzjrg the Pbil s,' . 
T ekend Journal 

wrong to say that the 
pr in his four examples were 
not made b philosophers: philosophy is 
th pursuit of knowledge and wisdom. Phi
losophy i not a profession though its in-
·titutionalization in thi · country occa ion-
ll makes it appear a such. Regardless 

of what profession the intellectual accom
plishment of this century have occurred 
in, these contributions have been the gifts 
of philo ophers. Freud, Fermi, Einstein 
and Paul amuelson are as much philoso
ph r as they are psychologists, mathe
maticians, physicists and economists. 

concl, two point of correction. Mr. 
Holt writes that ' the Cartesian mind re
main in the dustbin." Thi is not true. 
While otu· description of the mind has dra
matically changed in the past few cen
tLffi s, Descarte ·s mind-body dualism, 
rightly or wrongly, pervades our culture 
ancl most description of con ciou ne s. 
RPgarding the big-bang theory, it is not ev
ict nee that th univer e began in time, but 
that time b gan in the universe. Time is an 
attribute, not a substance of existence. 

Finally, if I may, I would like to suggest 
that we have learned much from recent 
philo · el 

.----
Bla ksburg, Va . 
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-~~st M~dern Winter of Discontent" 

Has Morality Disappeared from Law? 

In today's prevailing culture, the 
mention of morality has almost dis
appeared from the lawyers' code 

and clients' regard, says David N. 
Brown ('96), senior partner of the 
Washington law firm of Covington & 
Burling. 

Addressing a recent Noon Forum, 
Mr. Brown drew a sharp contrast be
tween Modern and Post Modern 
practice of law: 

"Skepticism that anyone, much less 
lawyers, has standing to raise moral 
issues or even to counsel prudence un
dercuts the lawyer's independence. In 
the eyes of the client, and in his or 
her own eyes, the lawyer increasingly 
becomes merely a mouthpiece, a hired 
gun. Whether it be litigation, negotia
tion or dealing with a governmental 
agency , the only value is winning. All 
this is then exacerbated by competi
tion. As the public gains awareness of 
all this, the legitimacy of the role of 
the lawyer cannot help but be deeply 
undermined," Mr. Brown said . 

He contrasted today 's legal climate 

Mo~ltJG 1-\0S11Ui'Y 
IS 8URN11'lG ~~ 
Al.®G 1'-1 E 
EASiERN Q:/1-.BOAJ<I> ... 

JANUARY 1998 

5AT€l.LtrE 
P1c-ruru:~ SHOW 
-me. ZEITGElSf 
IS ~OL.OlNG 
STEAt>Y OVEP. 
N€wYoR"C::t1'Y ... 

with the lawyer's old code of ethics, 
which admonished, "a lawyer advances 
the honor of his profession and the 
best interests of his client when he 
renders service or gives advice tend
ing to impress upon the client and his 
undertaking exact compliance with the 
strictest principles of moral law." 

"This view has become almost 
laughable and mention of morality has 
almost disappeared from the lawyer's 
code," Mr. Brown said. 

The current motion picture, "Liar, 
Liar," he noted, delineates the public 
concept of the trial lawyer. The pro
tagonist of the film is a young lawyer 
with a successful practice in a power
ful firm. His little son, disappointed 
when his father fails to show up for 
his birthday, makes a wish that for 
one day his dad would tell the truth . 
The wish comes true with chaotic re
sults for the lawyer and his client. 

"Now, 'Liar, Liar' is a very funny 
movie, and Jim Carey is hilarious as 
the lawyer. But think of how far we 
have come from Gregory Peck ' s por-

•.. AND WIDESPREAD 
CYNICISM ,o BE 
E)(PEC--rct> 11..\RoLlG 1-l 

-nlE WEEKEND AND 
INTOiHE K'RSftABLE 

~UT!.RE! 
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tra al of Atticu Finch in ·To Kill a 
M kingbird .' And ' Liar. Liar· is not 
an i lated example by any means ... 
Mr. Brown ob erved. 

He aid that the term Pos t Mod
em, m wa I ,r t u ·ed by the hi stori an 
Arn o ld I o nbee . who a li ed 1t in 
1 to the peri od fo llowi ng World 
W ar I. 

"It wa taken up in the 1950s and 
1960 and appl ied to diver e themes 
emergi ng in archite ture. art. litera
ture, the ate r. 
philosophy and 
other areas of hu
man endeavor. It 
i probably de-
c ri bed mo s t 

co mprehensively 
as a ' mood of deep 
disenchantment 
with the projects 
and pretensions of 
modernist cul
ture "' Mr. Brown 
aid. 

Modem culture, he recounted, "is 
the culture that grew out of the En
lightenment of the 17th and 18th 
centuries and extended into the 20th 
century. The assumptions of Modern
ism are that the natural order is good 
and that knowledge of it can be cer
tain and objective. The rational , 
di spass ionate individual can obtain 
knowledge of the physical world and 
the moral order. Thus, the exercise of 
reason will inevitably result 111 the 
mastery of nature for human benefit 
and the creation of a Ju st society." 

Mr. Brown said these were the as
sumptions on which the country's 
founders operated and which have re
sulted in "the development of 
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capi tali sm, liberal de mocracy secul ar 
culture and indi viduali m rationali sm 
and humani sm.' B4.t Post Moderni sm 
rejects most of these assu mplio ns:' 
"Reason 1s devalued and placed on a 
par with non-rational ways of know
mg, such as emot10ns and intuitions. 
The primacy of the individual as a 
moral agent gives way to the commu- -

\ mty of which the individual 1s a part. 
• Universal moral truth 1s rejected in 
!avor of truth relauve to each · com-
munity." 

Lawyers have been relegated in 
public opinion to a status as low as 
journalists , congressmen and union 
leaders-below scientists, doctors , po
licemen and entertainers, Mr. Brown 
complained. A Harris poll revealed that 
only 7 percent had confidence in the 
leadership of law firms . 

The Post Modem practice of law 
puts abnormal pressure on lawyers. 
They are subject to depression, com
plain of their profession's demand 
upon their time to the exclusion of 
famly and friends. 

"The client wants success at the 
least cost," the speaker argued. "The 
resulting insecurity breeds incivility 
among competing lawyers and disloy
alty within law firms. The degree of 
personal attacks between lawyers is 
unprecedented. Law firms routinely 
dismiss partners who are viewed as 
currently non-productive, regardless of 
their past contributions to the firm . 
Partners who think their compensa
tion is inadequate just as routinely 
leave for greener pastures." 

Post Modernism, Mr. Brown said, 
has displaced 06Ject1v1ty and impar

tiality with the dictum that "everything 
is politics." Emotion has replaced rca-

COSMOS CLUB BULLETIN 
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~on, and Post Modernism has also af
ected the courts. The OJ. Simpson 

-murder trial and the Rodney King po
·1tce brutality case left the public with 

a pervasive view that if you have the 
·. money to hire the best lawyer you can 

get away with anything." 
- Tfie Supreme Court, Mr. Brown 
said, finds itself viewed with skepti
cism. "Largely because it has taken 
on the role of arbiter of our nation's 
social conflicts and resolves many key 
cases on 5 to 4 votes, the Court ap
pears to many to be a political body 
masquerading as judicial. Thus it is 
not surprising that the press analyzes 
new appointees on the basis of their 

views on politil ~d social issues, 

- -
~ 

Answers to Quiz 
(Questions on page 17) 

1. The bird with the largest 
wingspread is the wandering al
batross, with IO to 12 feet between 
wingtips. The bird with the small
est wingspread (2.25 inches) is the 
fairy hummingbird. 

2. The largest mammal is the 
blue whale (up to 100 feet in 
length and up to 150 tons in 
weight). The smallest mammal is 
the pygmy shrew (which weighs 
about 2.1 grams). 

3. The largest fish is the whale 
shark (up to 45 feet long). The 
smallest fish is the goby of the Phil
ippines (one-half inch long). 

JANUARY 1998 

not on their repu
tation as lawyers 
and judges. Con
firmation fights 
have become com
monplace and the 
wrong views can doom even a highly
qualified nominee. Similarly, Supreme 
Court decisions are analyzed in terms 
of how the liberals, conservatives and 
centrists line up. The notion of a gov
ernment of laws and not men seems 
to have gotten lost." 

Can it get better? 
"Today, opinion is divided between 

optimism and pessimism .... With a 
son in law school, I suppose I must 
share the hope that we will pass 
through our Post Modern winter of 
discontent into a spring we can per
haps call Neo-classical," Mr. Brown 
concluded. 

January's Membership Tip 
It is vitally important, when de

veloping a sponsorship package for 
a candidate, to fill out the nomina
tion form comprehensively. Every 
member of the Admissions Com
mittee receives this form. 
Therefore, just printing "See at
tached resume" on the form will 
not achieve your desired result; i.e., 
to get your candidate elected. 

Tip-Within-a-Tip: To make the 
process easier, the form is avail
able on disk in WordPerfect format 
from the Club office. 
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FRUSTRATION 
"I never have frustration 
The reason is, to wit 
If, at first, I don't succeed 
I quit." 

We have found new labels for the old evils . 
. Why ,all this verbal ~a~querade? ~hat are we trying to 

h(~e? I lJ tell you what 1t 1s we're trymg to hide. Responsi
b1hty. Nobody shou!~ get the bl~me. We are resisting the 
~oncept ~f acco~ntab1ltty, of standmg under a judgment, the 
1d~a. of sm, which would locate the stumbling block of evil 
w1thm ourselves. 

. To blame our calamities on others is almost second nature 
with us. It has been said: 

"Every man needs a wife because a lot of things go 
wrong _which you ca~'t blame on the government." 

People wdl come up with the most incredible excuses rather 
than admit their own fault: 

An 88~year-old _man in Oklahoma City, driving a motor 
scooter without a license, explained his misdeed to the traffic 
court: 

"I did not apply fora- license because J- thought you had 
to be accompanied by a parent." 
We all blame our troubles on others. What's wrong with 

the wo~l?? The lea~,ers, ~.f course, the statesmen, the diplo
mats-its always they, those others, who are making 
trouble. - ~'--~~~-j ~ 

O°:e of Americas wisest old men \vas JudgeLeamed Hand. 
He died ten years ago at the age of 89. One of his last inter
views with a reporter turned to William Shirer's book The 
Rise and Fall of the Third Reich, which had troubled hi~ very 
deeply. What did yo~ think abou~ the book, asked the reporter. 
Judge Hand stared mto space with the patient wisdom of his 
age, and he answered: 

'.'Y?~ know, the ~rouble is that it isn't just the Nazis. 
It 1sn t JUst the Russians. It's human nature. Human nature 
through the centuries. We all have totally unreasonable 

j and cruel a~bitions.". . 
~ The stumbhng block 1s m human nature in our defective 

and delinquent human natnre ' 
I believe that I am safe in the assumption that every o~ 

assembled here in this room shares a profound concern over 
the ~ood of a larg~ ~umber of our youth. We ponder the 
meamng of such stat1st1cs as the 500,000 kids who ran away 
from home last ~ear, ~r, the one-and-a-half million juvenile 
~rrests reported m a smgle year. The generation• gap is not 
Just a han~y ph~ase. Something approaching an ex()dlls from 
the home 1s takmg place. Thousands are wandering off into 
commune~. More. an~ more of our ~ingle sons and daughters 
are choosmg_ t_o hve m separate residences, underscoring the 
moral and spmtual separation from the values of their families. 
At the extreme end are the cop-outs who have turned their 
back on our _wh?le way of life. These are grave symptoms 
of mutual re1ect1on between the generations. 

In explanation of this phenomenon, there is one popular 
line of argument which would fault our system. We are alleged 
to b_e an oppressive society. Some of us have developed a 
pass1~n f?,r self c_ontempt and self abuse. _The label "ugly 
American was pmned upon us not by alien enemies, but 
by our own native critics. How "ugly" are we really? 

It was the so-called "ugly American" who rescued man
kind in World War II from the greatest menace to life and 
freedom in all of recorded history. After the war, this "ugly 
American" dug deep down into his pocket and paid for the 
rebuilding of devastated lands and industry of friend and 
foe through the Marshall Plan. Throughout the war and post
war tensions, the "ugly American" expanded civil rights, 
raised living standards, shared wealth among a larger pro-

portion of its citizens than has ever been done in any part 
of the world, and tolerated dissent and protest by extremist 
groups. 

This land of ours is unsurpassed in its humanitarian re
sponse to smaller nations seeking freedom and self-determina
h~n_. Let me add with reference to the acute Middle-East 
c_ns1s, we are moved and gratified by the President's reaffirma
tion ?f peace wit~ justice in the Middle East and his under
stan~mg of Israel s problem of survival. 

Hi~tory records that Lafayette, returning to France, hung 
on his wall ~ framed copy of the American Bill of Rights 
and next to 1t an empty frame. Visitors were told: 

"The empty frame is intended to contain a similar docu-
ment for France." 

Fro~ the days ?f Lafay~tte to this very day, the dream of 
the httle people m countries th~ world over is a society mod
ell~ after our own. '!hey still see in America unlimited 
honzons of hope, promise and opportunity. 
. What would not t~e Jewish people in the Soviet Union give 
if only they could hve under laws as tolerant and liberal as 
ours! If only they had the protection of the First Amend
ment, th~ rig~t tq _practice and teach their religion! If only 
they ~ad the ng~t to m~grate according to one's heart's desire, 
a basic human nght which we all take for granted in the USA! 

It would be idolatrous to give America a blanket endorse
ment. We do not say, "my country right or wrong." It is to 
the credit of the U.S. that our army officers must stand public 
trial for alleged war atrocities. 

Though the Mylai massacre is by no stretch of the imagi
nation a case of genocide, no act of national atonement at 
thi~ time _woul_d have greater compensatory, moral value than 
qmck ratification by the U.S. Senate of the Genocide Con
vention which the President has already endorsed and recom
mended. We must reaffirm reverence for human life as the 
card_inal doctrine on which our whole democracy is based. 

Like every othe~ _nation, we, too! need to purge ourselves 
t~rough honest, cnt1cal soul-searchmg. But, it would be the 
biggest moral cop-out if we blamed all of our problems on 
the so-called "system." What's wrong with the world is what's 
wrong with each of us, multiplied three billion times. Wars 
are the boils in which the moral imperfections of mankind 
have come to a he(Ja.----------------4 

. no P?l~tical p~naceas, no easy solutions. The 
commumst . theoretician, Mdovan Djilas, who broke with 
Marshall Tito, summed up the lesson of a lifetime in revo
lutionary activities: 

"T~e fa_ct is, we now see that a revolution cannot change 
- a oat.ton, its tendencies, and qualities and traits." 

The major stumbling block, my friends, is not in any sys
tem or fonn of government but in the character and nature 
of human beings. We shall not make significant moral progress 
u~!ess each a~d ev~~ one of us will accept personal responsi
bility and quit sh1ftmg blame on society, the environment 
and the establishment. The place from which we must build 
~he ~O<?d society, the place where the revolution must begin, 
1s w1thm ourselves. The inner man is the basic battleground 
between good and evil: 

Here, a little child I stand 
Lifting up my eager hand, 
One is dirty, one is clean 
I am the r blem in between 

Good and evil are the choices placed into our an s. 
may rebuild the world if we remove the stumbling block 
within: 

Build up, build up 
Prepare the way 
Remove the stumbling block out of the way of my people. 

AMEN 



I suggest the following for the new issue of DETAILS: 

American Jewry is entering the new century with certain strengths and weaknesses. 
Among our strengths is the 
secure and prosperous status we have achieved in the virtual absence of anti
Semitism; a well organized community structure; most synagogues developing a 
highly diversified program, growing in membership and expanding facilities; a far 
greater degree of Jewish self-acceptance and unhesitating public assertiveness in 
contrast with the "Sha Sha" Jewish type of several generations ago; and a strong and 
sustaining bond with Israel invigorating our sense of Jewish identity. 

Among our weaknesses is\; /4.e highly diluted and superficial 
Jewishness of a large propo~~n of American Jews whose way of life hardly differs 
from their non-Jewish neighbors; growing disintegration of our family life which 
was once the bastion of Jewish survival; progressive moral decline indicated by 
climbing numbers of Jewish drug-addicts, alcoholics and sexual promiscuity; an 
intermarriage rate above 50% and, not unrelated, a vast number of Jews, between 30 -
50%, having no ties of affiliation with any Jewish organization or institution. 

The challenge to the Jewish community is to instill in our youth and, even more so, in 
Jewish adults, far greater knowledge and appreciation of our spiritual heritage, to 
religiously inspire and train them to conduct their personal and family life according 
to Jewish values and boost the quality and attractiveness of all institutions that help 
build a sense of community among us. 

As far as public policy is concerned, Jewish conservatives 
need not frame a specific platform of their own. The more Jewish we are the more, I 
believe, we shall incline toward a conservative approach to public issues. Our 
highest priority should be more effective Jewish education on all levels. We should 
promote Jewish Day School systems and life-long Jewish learning programs for 
adults in every commuiity. The mission of the Jew is, first and foremost, to be a Jew. 
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January 4, 2000 

Rabbi Joshua Haberman 
Washington Hebrew Congregation 
3935 Macomb Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20008 

Dear Rabbi: 

We hope the New Year is treating you and your family well and we wish you the 
best for 2000. 

For our next issue of Details, our quarterly newsletter, we are asking each 
member of our Board of Fellows to write one to two paragraphs, in an area of 
their expertise, on what they think the defining issue will or should be for 
conservatism and its relationship to the Jewish community. We would like to 
then print those statements in our next issue of Details and hope you would be 
generous enough to assist us with your thoughts. 

We'd like to ask you to give us your thoughts on the issue of ."The Jew, 
Community 's Greatest Challenge in the New Century" as you see it, as you 
would like to see it, ~you think it will be affected by public policy, as you think 
it should be affected by public policy. --
We would be very grateful for your thoughts on this and look forward to 
reprinting them in our next newsletter. In advance, we'd like to thank you again 
for your continued support of the JPC and wish you and your family all the best 
for the new year. 

~ e=yours, ~ 

~rooks Seth Leibsohn 

~~~ • Director of Policy 

ps. If it is easier to respond to our request via email, please don' t hesitate to do 
so to Seth at <scleibsohn@aol.com>. 

415 SECOND STREET, NE SUITE 100 
WASHINGTON, DC 20002 
(202) 547-7706 
(202) 544-2434 FAX 
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Subj: casting bread-hugs stella 
Date: 9/22/00 6:20:19 PM Pacific Daylight Time 
From: Spjemjb 
To: sharona@prestongates.com , frankpa@msn .com 
To: IAMMACRO@HOME.COM, jbern@erols.com 
To: jannd@worldnet.att.net, atlasemp@hers.com 
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~ 1~ ~~~<{__ 

:i.u, M~cU- -:f.l ~ 
On Rosh Hashanah, we perform the ceremony of Tashlich-casting bread upon the 
waters of a lake or stream as we symbolically cast out our sins . .-Rabbi 
Richard Israel offers these "impro\€ments" on the tradition's 
instructions ... 

. x For ordinary sins, use White Bread 

~ for~ sins, use Fr~read X 
1 for i;@rticularly dark sir:;is, Pum ernickel ~ 

For complex sins , Multi-Grain 

for twisted sins , Pretzels 

for tasteless sins , Rice Cakes 

'\_ for sins of indecision, Waffles X...., 
for sins committed in haste, Matzah 

for sins committed less than eighteen minutes, Shmurah Matzah 

)<_ for sins of Chutzpah, Fresh Bread ><-., 
~ for substance abuse, Poppy Seed >(_ 

for committing arson, Toast 

for committing auto theft, Caraway 

.j for being ill-tempered, Sourdough 

for silliness, Nut Bread 

for not gi1,1ng full value, Shortbread 

for jingoism, Yankee Doodles 

for excessi\€ use of irony, Rye Bread 

for telling bad jokes, Corn Bread 
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for hardening our hearts , Jelly Doughnuts 

for being money hungry, Enriched Bread or Raw Dough 

for war mongering, Kaiser Rolls 

for immodest dressing, Tarts 

for causing injury or damage to others , Tortes 

_!:or promiscuity , Hot Buns 

for racism, Crackers 

for sophisticated racism, Ritz Crackers 

for singing off-tune, Flat Bread 

for being holier-than-thou, Bagels 

for unfairly upbraiding another, Challah 

for indecent photography, Cheese Cake 

for trashing the em,fronment , Dumplings 

for sins of laziness, Any Very Long Loaf 

for sins of pride, Puff Pastry 

for lying, Baked Goods with Nutrasweet and Olestra 

for wearing tasteless hats, Tam Tams 

for the sins of the righteous, Angel Food Cake 

for selling your soul , Devils Food Cake 

for lust in your heart, Wonder Bread 

for inhaling, Stoned Wheat 
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UNDERSTANDING 
Palace 
Womb 

POWeR 

Din 
/Judgment) 
Rigor, Red 
Left Ann 

SPLENDOR 

Prophecy 
Left Leg 

The Ten Sefirot 

KETER 

CROWN 

Will 
Ayin 
!Nothingness) 

m>:i Q Wn:,n 
BINAH Q [2 HOKHMA.H 

WISDOM 

Point 
Beginning 

, G~ SJtJ 
n,m ~ eJ [S L1 ;on ~::,, Whi« 

"'= ~ [z? ""';:~~:<Ann 

FOUNDATION 

Tsaddiq 
[Righteous One) 
Covenant 
Phallus 

TIF'ERET 

THE PURPOSE 

PRESENCE 

Malkhut 

!Compassion) 
Blessed Holy One 
Heaven, Sun 
Hannony, King 
Green 

ETERNITY 

Prophecy 
Right Leg 

/Kingdom) 
Communion of Israel 
Earth, Moon 
Queen 
Apple Orchard 
Rainbow 

(J) 

THE PURPOSE OF the marriage of a woman and a man is 
union. 

The purpose of union is fertilization. 
The purpose of fertilization is giving birth. 
The purpose of birth is learning. 
The purpose of learning is to grasp the divine. 
The purpose of apprehending the divine is to maintain the 

endurance of the one who apprehends with the joy of 
apprehension. 

These passages are excerpts from: 

Daniel C. Matt, The Essential Kabbalah (HarperCollins, 1995) 

: ·•' .. 
··--· · ·:• • 



THE NATURE OF GOD 

AN IMPOVERISHED person thinks that God is an old roan 
with white hair, sitting on a wondrous throne of fire that glit
ters with countless sparks, as the Bible states: "The Ancient-

. of-Days sits, the hair on his head like clean fleece his 
throne-flames of fire." Imagining this and similar fant~sies, 
the fool corporealizes God. He falls into one of the traps that 
destroy faith. His awe of God is limited by his imaglnat:ion. 

But if you are enlightened, you know .God's oneness; you 
know that the divine is devoid of bodily categories-these can 
never be applied to God. Then you wonder, astonished: Who 
am I? I am a mustard seed in the middle of the sphere of the 
moon, which itself is a mustard seed within the next sphere. 
So it is with that sphere and all it contains in relation to the 
next sphere. So it is with all the spheres-one inside the 
other-and all of them are a mustard seed within the further 
expanses. And all of these are a mustard seed within further 

expanses. 
Your awe is invigorated, the love in your soul expands. 

NONDUALITY 

b~ C~&~ 
THE ESSENCE of divinity is found in every single thing
nothing but it exists. Since it causes every thing to be, no 
thing can live by anything else. It enlivens them; its existence 

exists ·in each existent. 
Do not attribute duality to God. Let God be solely God. If 

you suppose that Ein Sof emanates until a certain point, and 
that from that point on is outside of it, you have dualized. 
God forbid! Realize, rather, that Ein So£ exists in each exis
tent. Do not say, "This is a stone and not God." God forbid! 
Rather, all existence is God, and the stone is a thing pervaded 

by divinity. 

• 

BEFORE ANYTHING emanated, there was only Ein Sof. Ein 
Sof was all that existed. Similarly, aiter it brought into being 
that which exists, there is nothing but it. You ca11:not find 
anything that exists apart from it. There is nothing th~t is not 
pervaded by the power of divinity. If there were, Ein So£ 
would be limited, subject to duality, God forbid! Rather, God 
is everything that exists, though everything that exists is not 
God. It is present in everything, and everything comes into 
being from it. Nothing is devoid of its divinity. Everything is 
within it; it is within everything and outside of everything. 

There is nothing but it. 

WITH THE APPEARANCE of the light, the universe expanded. 
With the concealment of the light, the things that exist were 

created in all their variety. 
This is the secret of the act of Creation. 
One who understands will understand. 

-2-
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4 Moses Cordovero, Elimah Rabbati 

5 Shim'on Lavi (16th century), Ketem Paz 
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THE ESSENCE OF TORAH 

THERE WAS a man who lived in the mountains. He knew 
nothing about those who lived in the city. He sowed wheat 
and ate the kernels raw. 

One day he entered the city. They brought him good bread. 
He said, "What is this for?" They said, "Bread, to eat!" He 
ate, and it tasted very good. He said, "What is it made of?" 
They said, "Wheat." 

Later they brought him cakes kneaded in oil. He tasted 
them and said, "What are these made of?" They said, "Wheat." 

Finally they brought him royal pastry made with honey 
and oil. He said, "And what are these made of?" They said, 
"Wheat." He said, "I am the master of all of these, for I eat 
the essence of all of these: wheat!" 

Because of that view, he knew nothing of the delights of 
the world; they were lost to him. So it is with one who grasps 
the principle and does not know all those delectable delights 
deriving, diverging, from that principle. 
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Schizophrenia 
Haberman/Forman 21.xi.00 

dementia praecox - Latin precocious ( or premature dementia) 

Greek scheizin - split + phren the mind 

Widened and popularized by a Viennese Jew by the name of Haber - no, Sigmund 
Freud 

Split or dual personality 

Astounding statistic: 
Two persons in every one in Jerusalem are schizophrenic. 

Do five schizophrenics qualify as a minyan? 

There once was a man from Kenya 
Who suffered from schizophrenia 

When he underwent stress 
He would put on a dress 

Adorned with a white gardenia. 

Speaking of flowers : 

koses are red 
Violets are blue 
I'm a schizophrenic 
And so am I 

Thomas Szosz 
If you talk to God, you are praying. 
If God talks to you, you have schizophrenia. 

By what transcendent standard can you say those inside are crazy and those outside are 
sane? 

the psychology instructor had just fini s h e d a lecture on 
mental health and was giving an oral test . 

Speaking specifically about manic depression , she asked , 
" How would you diagnose a patient who walks back and forth 
screaming at the top of his lungs one minute , then sits in a 
chair weeping uncontrollably the next ? " 

A young man in the rear raised his hand and answe r ed , "A 
basketball coach? " 



A guy goes to a psychiatrist. "Doc, I keep having these alternating recurring dreams. 
First I'm a teepee; then I'm a wigwam; then I'm a teepee; then I'm a wigwam. It's driving 
me crazy. What's wrong with me?" The doctor replies: "It's very simple. You're two 
tents." ( too tense! ) 

A psychiatrist was testing a patient's personality. 

The shrink drew a circle on a piece of paper and then asked the patient. 

"What does this remind you of?" 

The patient answered. "Sex". 

The shrink drew a square. "What does this remind you of?" 

"Sex". The patient replied. 

Then the doctor drew a triangle. 

"It reminds me of sex". The patient stated. 

"You seem to be obsessed with sex". The shrink told the patient. 

"I'm obsessed with sex? *You're* the one who's drawing the dirty pictures!" 

paranoid schizophrenic - another opinion - you're also a jerk! 

A guy had been feeling down for so long that he 
finally decided to seek the aid of a psychiatrist . 

He went there , lay on the couch , spilled his 
guts then waited for the profound wisdom of 
the psychiatrist to make him feel better . 

The psychiatrist asked me a few questions , 
took some notes then sat thinking i n silence 
for a few minutes with a puzzled look on his face . 

Suddenly, he looked up wi th an expression of 
delight and said, " Um, I think you r prob l em is low 
self- esteem . It is very common among l o s e r s ." 

Unfortunately, sometimes sick people must be hospitalized 

l'mhere beca,use I'm crazy, not stupid! 



A guy is walking past a big wooden fence at the insane asylum and he hears all the 
residents inside chanting, "Thirteen! Thirteen! Thirteen! 

Quite curious about this, he finds a hole in the fence, and looks in. Someone inside pokes 
him in the eye. Then everyone inside the asylum ·starts chanting, "Fourteen! Fourteen! 
Fourteen! 

He thinks he's Napoleon. 

A man phones a mental hospital and asks the receptionist if there is anybody in Room 27. 

She goes and checks, and comes back to the phone, telling him that the room is empty. 

"Good," says the man. "That means I must have really escaped." 

Naturally psychiatrists want to cure patients and discharge them from the mental 
hospitals. 

Dr. Leroy, the head psychiatrist at the local mental hospital, is examining patients to see 
if they're cured and ready to re-enter society. "So, Mr. Clark," the doctor says to one of 
his patients, "I see by your chart that you've been recommended for dismissal. Do you 
have any idea what you might do once you're released?" The patient thinks for a 
moment, then replies, "Well, I went to school for mechanical engineering. That's still a 
good field, good money there. 
But on the other hand, I thought I might write a book about my experience here in the 
hospital, what it's like to be a patient here. People might be interested in reading a book 
like that. In addition, I thought I might go back to college and study art history, which 
I've grown interested in lately." Dr. Leroy nods and says, "Yes, those all sound like 
intriguing possibilities." The patient replies, "And the best part is, in my spare time, I can 
go on being a teapot." 

Garter - break every window in this damned place! 

Jon and William were in a mental institution. This place had an annual contest picking 
two of the best patients and gives them two questions. If they got them correct, they're 
deemed cured and free to go. 

Jon was called into the doctor's office first and asked ifhe understood that he'd be free if 
he answered the questions correctly. 

The doctor said, "Jon, what would happen ifl poked out one of your eyes?" 

Jon said, "I'd be half blind." "That's correct. What ifl poked out both eyes?" "I'd be 
completely blind." The doctor stood up, shook Jon's hand, and told him he was free. 

On Jon's way out, as the doctor filled out the paperwork, Jon mentioned the exam to 
William. He told him what questions were going to be asked and gave him the answers. 



. ' . 

So William came in. The doctor went thru the formalities and asked, "What would 
happen jfl cut off one ear?" 

William, remembering what Jon had said was the correct answer said, "I'd be half blind." 

The doctor looked a little puzzled, but went on. "What ifl cut off the other ear?" 

"I'd be completely blind," William answered. 

"William, can you explain how you'd be *blind*?" 

"My hat would fall down over my eyes." 

Congratulations to the nicest schizophrenic I know on the successful publication 
of his second book. Keyn yirbu! ! 




